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CHAPTER I

1.1 Introduction

Oil price shocks, the European Economic Community and Sir

Robert Muldoon are three economic factors which dominate the 1970's in

New Zealand. All had a major impact on the pattern of economic growth

and level of welfare. After a decade of attempting to cope with the effects

of the oil shocks and loss of export markets via a combination of

expansionary demand policies and market regulation, the N.Z. economy

was performing very poorly, especially in terms of a high inflation rate and

low rate of growth of GNP. The policies of the Muldoon government in

particular, came under severe criticism from academic economists, the

Reserve Bank and the Treasury. Of these criticisms the most influential

was the Treasury's Economic Management document, which was

published as part of the successful Labour Party"s pledge to "open the

books". The Treasury criticised the lack of coordination of monetary and

fiscal policy and the over regulation in finance and labour markets. They

adopted what was seen as a right wing, or New Classical, stance with

respect to economic policy, arguing that both fiscal and monetary policy

were impotent with respect to output, except in the very short run when

introduced as unexpected changes. Treasury also voiced their concern

over the re-allocative effects of government macroeconomic policy and

the growing size of the public sector in general, both of which discourage

free market solutions to the problem of resource allocation, (Treasury

1984, pp. 177, 181). The extent to which allocative efficiency can bring

about significant growth of output and to which expansionary demand

policies can produce long run growth, is, of course, an aspect of the

widespread Monetarist/ Keynesian debate which was perhaps at its peak

during the early 1980's.

This research is aimed at assessing the relative effects of demand
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growth and structural and/or technological changes in production in the

New Zealand economy over the decade, 1972-82. While finn conclusions

may not be reached it is hoped nevertheless to shed some light on the

relative importance of these two factors for the economy as a whole, and

also for individual industries. The technique to be used is a decomposition

of changes in value added produced by each industry, as recorded in the

Input-Output tables of the New Zealand economy for 1971-72 and 1981-

82. The remainder of Chapter 1 presents a discussion of the N.Z.

economic events over the 1972-82 period, the policies adopted and the

subsequent criticisms levelled at the government. This will also serve as a

background to the interpretation of the results in Chapter 4.



1.2 A Sketch of New Zealand Economic Policy, 1972 - 1982.

Great Britain's decision to join the European Economic Community,

(E.E.C.) in 1973 effectively cut New Zealand off from its major export

market. In 1965, for example, Great Britain purchased 51% of all N.Z.

exports, including approximately 90% of lamb and butter exports. By

1980 this had fallen to 16.4%. In the intervening years new markets were

developed, especially in Japan, Asia and Oceania, and there was

considerable diversification of export products, especially an expansion of

manufactured exports and forestry products. The demise of the British

market thus necessitated an acceleration of the export diversification

process, and led to an array of export incentive and income stabilisation

schemes which charactersied economic policy over this decade.

The shift away from traditional agricultural exports and markets

came at an unfortunate time as the first oil price rises were announced in

1973-74. This had a dual effect. First the price of imports increased

causing a 40% fall in the terms of trade. Thus substantially more domestic

output was required to purchase the same quantity of imports, and until

such time as substitutions away from oil to domestic alternatives could be

made and/or cheaper alternatives found, this fall in the terms of trade

meant that less domestic output was available for domestic consumption.

The shifts in the terms of trade in 1974 and again in 1979 are shown in

figure 1.1.
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The second effect of the oil price rise was a fall in the value of the

relatively oil intensive capital stock. Until the capital stock could be

replaced with more fuel efficient processes, output fell below its potential

level. There is, therefore, as a result of the oil price rise, both a fall in

potential output and in the output available for domestic consumption.

Given this dual shock to the domestic income level it is likely that

subsequent falls in output were experienced. If profit levels and real wages

fall for example, producers may decrease investment spending and

consumers respond to the uncertainty by decreasing consumption in

favour of savings. The actual fall in the rate of growth of output can also be

seen in figure 1.1, which shows the index of total output leveling off at

1975-76 in response to the fall in the terms of trade.

The accepted economic wisdom in the early 1970's was that the
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secondary falls in output arising from the decreased consumer and

producer confidence could be countered by expansionary demand

policies. Governments in N.Z. thus opted for expansionary demand

policies over this decade to maintain low levels of unemployment

although, at least initially, the intention was not to maintain this approach

for more than one or two years. The inflationary effects of sustained

demand expansions through increasing expectations of further inflation

were, perhaps, not as well understood during the early 1970's as they are

now. As can be seen in figure 1.2, N.Z.'s inflation rate accelerated well

above that of the other O.E.C.D. (Organisation for Economic Cooperation

and Development) countries.

Figure 1.2: Inflation and Unemployment in N.Z. & the O.E.C.D.

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

(Source : Boston, 1984)
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N.Z. did, however, maintain a low level of unemployment relative to

the other O.E.C.D. countries as reflected in figure 1.2, by the pale shaded

columns. This low level can also partly be attributed to employment

creation schemes, job subsidisation schemes and, in the late 1970's, a

high level of emigration (Boston, 1984, p.7). N.Z. eventually suffered high

unemployment levels in the 1980's however, especially under the anti-

inflationary, contractionary policies of the Lange government. While the

effects of the oil price crises and the impact of Great Britain's decision to

join the E.E.C. caused this to be a decade of major upheaval, we shall see

that, arguably, many more problems were created as a result of the

government's policy initiatives taken in an attempt to "ride out" these

shocks.

The policy response to the first oil price rises in 1973-74 (as

recorded in the budget statement for the NZ financial year ending March

1975) was to maintain the high levels of government expenditure as a

short term measure until the terms of trade improved. The government

thus ran a large budget deficit, which was financed mainly by overseas

borrowing and borrowing from the Reserve Bank. This method of

financing led to an expansion of the money supply, which in turn was

inflationary and caused an external deficit as the excess holdings of money

are substituted abroad for foreign assets.1

In response to the external deficit the 1976 budget result included

export incentives mainly in the form of increased tax concessions for

export industries and, similarly, sales taxes on imported "non essential

goods" were introduced. The government also decided to discourage

spending on oil imports by increasing the petrol and gasoline tax rates,

even though it was widely recognised that inflation was already at an

1. For an example of discussion on the monetary consequences of different methods of

financing the budget deficit, see Gordon (1977).
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unacceptable level and would rise owing to the oil price shocks. The vastly

increased deficit of this year was financed mainly by increased borrowings

from the Reserve Bank and trading banks, but the level of overseas

borrowing was maintained also. Furthermore the deficit on private sector

overseas exchange dealings was much smaller this year and the net result

was a substantial expansion of the monetary base.

The size of the budget deficits over the decade and their impact on

the private domestic sector can be seen from Figure 1.3, which has been

adapted from Deane, Nicholl and Smith, (1983). The white shade is the

government's internal cash deficit. This shows the portion of the deficit

which represents government dealings with the private domestic sector

and which has not been financed by borrowing from the private sector. It

thus represents the net injection/withdrawal of funds into the private

sector by the government as a result of the deficit. 2 The government's

internal cash deficit represents the expansionary effect of the

governments budget deficit on the monetary base. It can be seen that the

1974 and 1975 budgets (the results of which are shown in the years 1975

and 1976) were substantially more expansionary than previous deficits

owing to not only their size but also the method of financing.

2. The rest of the deficit which has been excluded , consists of the deficit of government

transactions with other countries and transactions with the Reserve Bank which don't

have a direct effect on the private domestic sector. It also includes the portion of the deficit

which was covered by borrowing from the non bank private sector representing, therefore,

only a transfer of funds with the private sector.
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Figure 1.3 shows the governments internal cash deficit compared to

the actual change in the monetary base, in the grey columns, and the

resulting change in M3, the black column.

Figure 1.3: Impact of the Budget deficit on the money supply.
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(Source : RBNZ 1983)

It can be seen in figure 1.3 that the size of the budget deficits and

the method of financing them over the late 1970's, generated expansions

in the money supply. Following a Monetarist interpretation and assuming

there was subsequently an excess supply of money balances held by the

domestic private sector, the monetary expansions would have initiated an

economy wide attempt to restore portfolio balances. This would in turn

have either led to to a substitution of money for other assets, which would

necessarily come from overseas, or an excess demand for domestic goods

and services, which would have increased their price levels. Thus, for

example, the budget deficit result of 1975 was associated with an increase
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in real import spending. In conjunction with substantial increase in

import prices and a bad year for export prices and volumes, this pushed

the current account deficit to 14.5% of GNP, an increase of approximately

12% on the previous two years. In this year the money base actually

contracted, despite the method of financing the deficit, due to the outflow

of funds from the private sector. It also can be seen, from figure 1.2 that

prices continued to rise peaking in the following year, 1976, at 17%.

The governments expansionary budgets over the decade. 1972-82,

were thus associated with deficits on the balance of the private sector's

foreign exchange dealings, as the private sector vented the surplus

holdings of NZ dollars. For example, the outflow of funds from the private

sector in 1975 was noted above. There were similar large capital outflows

from the private sector in 1976, 1979, 1981 and 1982, as the continued

expansionary deficits resulted in net expansions of the monetary base. The

expansion of the domestic money supply thus had to be assisted by import

taxes to discourage outflows of money via import spending. Likewise, on

the capital account, the domestic monetary expansion was supported by

exchange controls restricting outward, but not inward, capital flows

preventing investors adjusting their excess money balances by investing at

higher rates of interest overseas.

In spite of the exchange controls and import controls the

expansionary budgets still caused an outflow of currency and this created a

downward pressure on the value of the dollar, which was fixed against a

"basket" of currencies. In August of 1975, in reaction also to a sudden fall

in export prices, the government devalued the NZ dollar, the benefits of

which, it claimed, were to reduce expenditure on imported goods and

provide further assistance to the agricultural export industry. The dollar

was devalued again in November 1976 by 7% relative to the U.S. dollar, in

response to an Australian devaluation of 17.5%. The devaluations however,
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by increasing the import prices, also made it more difficult vent the

surplus supply of domestic currency abroad and so created a higher

internal inflationary pressure. In this context the moves to increase taxes

on imports and to devalue the NZ dollar can both be seen as further

encouraging the inflationary impact of the monetary expansions.

The history of expansionary budgets and external deficits highlights

the conflicting objectives of government policy. Because the potential for

inflation was not fully recognised, the government tended to impose

various regulations on imports and capital outflows in order to maintain an

external balance. The National government, in particular, attempted to

control both external balance and the level of inflation by regulation (wage

and price freezes, import taxes, exchange controls etc) while operating an

expansionary fiscal policy accommodated by monetary expansions.

Expansionary budgets are typical of this whole period and were

pursued by both Labour and National governments. The major exceptions,

were the first two Muldoon budget results of 1977 and 1978 when the

inflationary problems associated with current policy measures were

beginning to be realised and an attempt was made to reduce the budget

deficit with cuts in spending and a 13% increase in income tax. Tax rates

were also increased on motor spirits, beer, and and customs duty. As can

be seen in figure 3, however, while the budget result in 1978 was also

relatively contractionary, there was a large increase in M3 in the following

years.

While the Muldoon government is best remembered for the attempt

to reduce inflation by regulating the finance and labour markets, from

1976 through to 1981 the financial sector actually went through a period

of deregulation. The most significant aspect of this was the removal of

direct interest rate controls on trading banks and savings banks in 1976



and 1977, and a movement towards open market operations as the main

instrument of monetary policy by raising the interest rates on government

securities. In accordance with the trend toward deregulation, in 1979

the economy also adopted a more flexible "crawling peg" exchange rate

system.

Labour markets, however, were not afforded the same treatment.

Under the Labour government in the early 1970's the initial oil price rises

were met with the introduction of statutory wage controls which allowed a

limited amount of bargaining. In 1976 the National government imposed a

12 month wage freeze, and, under a great deal of industrial pressure,

returned to a pattern of restricted bargaining in 1977. The wage and

price freeze was imposed in 1982 when the trade union movement

refused to accept a wage tax trade off attempt to reduce nominal wage

growth. According to Boston (1984) this refusal stemmed from a basic

lack of trust of the National government on the part of the union

movement, (Boston 1984 p.22'7). The success of the wage and price

freeze was a subject of some controversy. While inflation was reduced to

below 10% for the first time since 1974, the freeze was also supported by

a contraction in the rate of growth of the money supply. The freeze and

the events which followed do, however, extend beyond the time period

which is of immediate interest.

The move toward liberalisation in the financial sector also came to

an end in the early 1980's. Under the pressure of very high interest rates,

the government allowed a more rapid expansion of the money supply.

With interest rates still rising, interest rate controls were re-imposed in

1981, just before the general election. These controls were further

extended in 1982 as part of the general wage and price freeze which

marked the end of the liberalisation of the financial sector over the late

1970's.



1.3 Responses and Criticisms.

One of the leading exponents of the need for a less expansionary

monetary policy over the decade, 1972-82, and in particular the need for

more medium term economic goals and policies, was R.S. Deane, of the

Reserve Bank of New Zealand. Deane argued that the time lags involved

between the implementation of a policy and its effects on the economy are

long and variable and there is therefore a need for less policy instability,

which " ... has been particularly acute in this country since the mid-

1970's." He also suggested that fine tuning to achieve stability and growth

is "... an exercise of dubious merit", (Deane 1981, pp.40-47). Elsewhere

Deane (1981) and Deane, Nicholl and Walsh (1981), criticised the

government for its attempts to control the money supply simultaneously

with interest rates and exchange rates. Thus, Deane's criticism was

directed not so much against the use of demand management policies, as

against their excessive and uncoordinated use.

Deane, Nicholl and Smith (1983), in discussing the expansionary

impact of the budget deficits, pointed to a major source of the instability

in the governments economic policies. They noted that the "... feature

which is apparent in the pattern of the injections/withdrawals is the way

that they tend to coincide with the three yearly election cycle ... the

largest injections or smallest withdrawals in all but one of the three year

election periods are observed in election years, whereas the smallest

injections or largest withdrawals all occur in in the years following the

election." (Deane, Nicholl and Smith, 1983, p.2'73). This can be seen in

figure 1, with the expansions in particular of 1976 and 1979 resulting

from the pre-election budget in the preceding years, and similarly the

relative contractions the budget results of 1977 and 1980. For whatever

reason, however, it is the lack of consistency and excessive use of ad hoc
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discretionary policies to achieve short term goals, which was the basis for

substantial criticism of the government's economic policy.

The second major criticism of the economic policies in this decade

is directed more at the National government than it's predecessor, that is

the excessive use of regulatory controls over markets. In an "obituary" to

Sir Robert Muldoon, the Economist (July 21 1984) notes, "In economic

terms ... he was as much an interventionist as any Marxist dreamer or

socialist soldier. Markets were there to be suppressed or ignored,

businessmen to be bullied..(he)..did not like inflation so he decided to ban

it...when trade unionists went on strike, Sir Robert passed laws that

forced them back to work and said that in other countries the trouble

makers would have been shot." Similarly, in an account of incomes

policies in New Zealand, Boston (1984) criticises the extent of regulation

in the labour market. According to Boston, "Between March 1971 and July

1984 mandatory wage controls in one form or another, were in force for

almost nine years ... During the rest of the time the government sought by

every means short of statutory intervention (moral suasion, political

pressure, threats to reintroduce regulations, the offer of tax cuts, and so

forth) to restrain the growth of nominal wages." (Boston, 1984 p.8). This

severe regulatory form of economic management was more typical of the

1982 to 1984 period than the earlier years covered in this study. They do,

however, reflect the extent to which the economy had failed to respond

appropriately to their expansionary polices of the earlier years and the

government's frustration over this failure.
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In 1984 the NZ Treasury published the Economic Management

document, mentioned in 1.1. This outlined the state of the economy and

also harshly criticised economic management in NZ during the 1970's

and early 1980's. Part of this criticism was, however, at a more

fundamental level. These comments caused some controversy and the

debate between the Reserve Bank, Treasury and economists from Victoria

University of Wellington, has been published in New Zealand Economic

Papers 1984, vol 18 & 1985, vol 19. The Treasury suggested that

irrespective of how well the government implements fiscal policy,

expansionary fiscal policies did not stimulate output except in the very

short run, and had resulted mainly in rising prices and import spending.

It was argued that the private sector had become skeptical in its

expectations of the ability of the government to change real income

through fiscal or monetary policy, and that the short run fluctuations that

had occurred were mainly pro-cyclical owing to a lack of information on

the length of time lags, (Treasury, 1984, pp.174-177). Where the

Treasury's criticisms perhaps differed the most from those discussed

above, was in the perceived need to restrict government activity in the

interest of microeconomic efficiency. Although it is difficult to lump the

views expressed into a single body of economic theory, the Treasury did

appear in parts of the document to be proposing a fairly strong Monetarist

and/or New Classical approach to macroeconomic policy. The main critic

of the Treasury's stance, Zanetti (1985), endorsed the criticisms of ad

hoc market intervention but rejected the view that only inflation could be

addressed by macroeconomic policies and that unemployment was

essentially a microeconomic problem. Although the Treasury and the

Reserve bank rejected the labelling of Monetarist it is nevertheless true

that the Treasury in particular, perceived a much greater role for

microeconomic policies addressing issues of resource allocation and

competition, in achieving economic growth. According to Treasury "... The

whole aim of Economic Management is to improve the incentives facing
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individuals to use resources more efficiently, to save and invest, increase

labour supply and effort, invest in innovation and risk taking in new

profitable ventures, which are the dynamic mechanisms through which

higher growth rates are attained...". Thus by the end of the decade,

partially in response to domestic economic developments but also in

response to the New Classical and Monetarist emphasis in

macroeconomic theory, the effectiveness of demand management policies

in achieving growth had come to be viewed with great suspicion among

N.Z. policy makers. It is against this background that the following

research has been undertaken.

As mentioned in the introduction the purpose of this research is to

assess the impact of actual production efficiency improvements on

different sectors in the economy over the decade 1972-82, compared to

the impact of changes in economy-wide demand levels. For this purpose

two input-output tables have been used and comparisons will be made as

to the impact of the direct and interdependence coefficients, on the one

hand, and the impact of changes in vector of final demands, on the other.

The intention is to contribute to the understanding of the relative

importance on the economy of these two types of growth. Thus the effects

on the growth rate of the whole economy will be assessed as well as the

effects on growth in different industries.

A detailed account of the method to be used is set out in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 discusses the interpretation of changes in the coefficients of

the input-output table; and the results are presented in Chapter 4. This

final chapter also attempts to interpret the significance of the results in

terms of the effectiveness of demand expansions and microeconomic

developments as discussed above.
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CHAFFER II

2.1 Introduction to the Decomposition Method.

Since its inception input-output analysis has been used to analyse

the economic structure of different countries. A variety of methods have

been employed. These range from the pioneering works of Leontief , to

the analyses of developing economies, for example Chenery and Watanabe

(1958), and more recent studies, for example, the fundamental economic

structure approach, of Jenson and West (1986). In an attempt to

understand the nature of structural change in the U.S. economy, the

United States government commissioned a long range joint research

project by Harvard University and the Office of Business Economics at the

U.S. Department of Commerce, to analyse the changes in Input-Output

relationships since 1947.

A number of interesting papers were produced from this project

mainly by two Economists, Ann Carter and Nancy Vaccara. These

attempted to decompose the changes in output occurring between each

year into growth attributable to changes in final demand and that

attributable to changes in the changes in the technology of the production

process, with special emphasis on intermediate, rather than primary,

inputs (Vaccara 1970, p.242). In particular an interesting method was

employed by Vaccara and Simon (1968), who used U.S.A. input-output

(henceforth "I-0") tables in order to explain the differences in sectoral

growth rates during the post war years. They were attempting to find a

systematic explanation for the divergence of growth rates between

industries. Changes in output which are primarily induced by changes in

government spending, changes in consumer spending and export demand

will be reflected in the final demand patterns of the I-0 table, whereas

technological change, changes in factor prices, and productivity gains, will

be reflected in the I-0 table as changes in the intermediate demand
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patterns, or technical coefficients of production. Thus Vaccara and Simon

attempted to ascertain whether the differences in sectoral growth rates

were attributable to these changes in intermediate demand patterns, or

final (end use) demand patterns.

In a more recent study, Feldman, McClain and Palmer (1987) used a

similar, though not identical, decomposition technique using U.S. I-0

tables for 1963 and 1978, with 400 industry groups. Their aim, however,

was not to factor out the causes of change in the economy-wide

composition of net product, but to use their results as a test of the

importance of aggregate economic developments in determining the

growth rate of a given industry compared to changes in technology, relative

prices and supply conditions within the industry itself. Feldman, McClain

and Palmer (1987) assumed that supply side macro-economic policies, by

attempting to encourage increased productivity and microeconomic

efficiency, are likely to be reflected in an I-0 table as changes in the

technical coefficients. Similarly demand side policies, by creating changes

in government, consumer and investment spending and the trade balance,

are likely to cause changes in the vector of final (end use) demands. The

decomposition technique of Vaccara and Simon, by dividing growth into

that caused by changing final demand patterns, and that caused by

changing interdependence coefficients, could therefore be used as a test of

the effectiveness, or otherwise, of Keynesian style demand led macro-

economic policies.

The study is concerned primarily with explaining the causes of

growth in terms of the input-output framework itself. That is, to attribute

growth to various niches of the accounting system. Thus, for example, it

will seek to establish the extent to which the growth was due, on the one

hand to coefficient changes or, on the other hand, to final demand

changes. While this explains growth in the context of the input-output
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system, it has, of course, many short comings. For instance, it says nothing

about about causation so that the direction of causation must be assumed.'

As soon as these and other assumptions are introduced, however, we have

not an accounting system as such, but a model of the economy. The basic

analysis is, however, more flexible than that of say, a multiplier analysis

using input-output data, in that attention is confined to an investigation of

what actually happened. Thus, for example, in multiplier studies using

input-output tables it is usually assumed that the technical coefficients

remain constant but no such assumption would be necessary in this study

which seeks to quantify the magnitude of these changes. The various

limitations of using the Input-Output tables, and in particular the problems

in gaining a meaningful interpretation of the changes in the coefficients

will, however, be discussed latter in greater depth.

The rest of this chapter contains descriptions of the method

employed to disaggregate the changes in net output in different sectors of

the New Zealand economy over the period, 1972 - 82. The following

discussion of the decomposition technique follows that used by Vaccara

and Simon (1968), although algebra is used in preference to prose. In

section 2.3 this technique is extended to account for direct effects. 2.4 and

2.6. contain discussion of technical aspects of the I-0 data. In 2.5

techniques of decomposing growth in the New Zealand economy into two

further sub-periods, making use of a third I-0 table, are suggested for

further research.

1. This is, of course, a problem faced in most econometric analyses of production functions or

any other economic behavioral model.



2.2 Decomposing changes in value added using two I-0 tables.

Given the I-0 system..

(I - A)Y = F,

where,	 A = 54 x 54 matrix of technical coefficients.

Y = 54 x 1 vector of industry outputs.

F = 54 x 1 vector of final demands.

The solution can be written..

Y = (I A)- 1 F.

This shows the output of each sector in terms of the product of two

components, the final demand of each sector, F, and the direct and

indirect input requirements per unit of final demand, (I - A)- 1 . In order to

express the I-0 system in terms of net output, rather than total output,

both sides of the equation are pre-multiplied by a diagonal matrix, V,

which consists of the value added per unit of output ratios for each sector.

Thus we have..

X = V (I - A)- 1 F.

where X is a 54 x 1 vector showing the value added, or net output, for each

industry. Letting V(I - A)- 1 = C,

X = CF.

This, then, shows the two components of value added which Vaccara
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and Simon (1968) used to decompose the changes in net output as

recorded in the 1947 and 1958 U.S.A. official I-0 tables. It can be seen that

the matrix "C' consists of two components, the inverse matrix of technical

coefficients and the matrix of value added to output ratios.

Given two I-0 tables for different years, the change in output for the

economy, AX, between these two years, say 1972 and 1982, can be

expressed...

LAX = X82 X72

By substitution ...

aX = C82F82 C72F72

The change in net output attributable to growth in final demand can be

calculated by holding the technical and value added coefficients constant.

Thus, the output that would have arisen if there had been growth in final

demand but no change in the technical coefficients could be estimated as

C72F82. By subtracting from this the actual 1972 net output, the change in

output which is due to final demands only AXf, can be estimated.

Algebraically this may be expressed...

LIXf = C72F82 C72F72

= C72 F82 - F72)
	

(i)

An alternative measure of the the change in output due to the change

in final demand may be obtained by applying the 1972 vector of final

demands to the 1982 matrix of coefficients, and subtracting this from the

actual 1982 net output vector. Thus...



AXf ' = C82F82 C82F72

= C82(F82 - F72)

The difference between (i) or (ii) and the total change in net product, is

the change in net output due to changes in the technical coefficients and

value added/output ratios, AXc, which can be expressed as follows.

AXc = C82F82 C72F82

= (C82 - C72) F82

AXc' = C82F72 C72F72

= (C82 - C72) F72
	 (iv)

Equation (iii) corresponds to the residual from (i) and equation (iv)

corresponds to the residual from (ii). Thus it can be shown that...

AXf + AX-c = AX,

and,

axf + AXc' = AX

The difference in the results obtained from the two techniques can

best be understood as resulting from the different base years used in

calculating the changes. Thus the change due to final demands

represented by equation (i) is a "forward" forecast, beginning in 1972 and

making a forecast by changing the final demand vector. Equation (ii),

however, is "forecasting backwards", comparing the effect of changing final

demands with the 1982 output levels. Similarly, in regard to the estimates

of the change in output due to changing coefficients, equation (iii) is a

"backward forecast" while (iv) is a "forward forecast". Fromm (1968) has
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drawn the analogy between the indexing alternatives described here and

that of the Laspeyres and Paasche indices. Where a Laspeyres index

weights prices by quantities consumed in a base year the Paasche index

uses current quantities as weights. Thus, in terms of the preceding

discussion, the Paasche index is backward looking while the Laspeyres is

forward looking. Rather than decomposing the change in output using two

different bases, as previous authors have done, it would seem more,

appropriate to use either the forward or backward technique rather than

mixing the two. In this case the sum of each component will not equal the

actual change in output and the remainder, which may be positive or

negative, has been referred to as a "cross" or "interaction" effect arising

from the interaction of the two component effects. An expression for this

cross effect (R) can be derived by subtracting equations (i) and (iv) from

the expression for the total change in output. This yields...

R = (C82 F82 - C72 F72 )- (C72 (F82 - F72) + (C82 - C72) F72)

= (C82 - C72 )F82 - (C82 - C72) F72

= C82 (F82 - F72) C72 (F82 - F72 )

= (C82 - C72 )(F82 - F72 )

from which it can be seen that the cross effect will tend to be negative

when elements of the final demand vector move in the opposite direction

to the elements of the coefficient matrix. If all these elements have grown

in each industry, or all elements are declining in every industry, then R

will be positive.2 Having derived an expression for this cross effect the

total decomposition used in this research may now be expressed as...

2. That is, for any given industry, i, the cross effect will be positive if Fi82 - Fin > 0 for all 1,

and Ej C82 - EiC72 > 0, or if Fi82 - Fi72 < 0 and EjC82 EiC72 < 0. Likewise , if F182 - n72 > 0

for all i, and Ej C82 - EjC72 < 0, or if Fi82 - Fi72 < 0 and E1C82 - EiC72 > 0, the cross effect

will be negative.



= ((C82 - C72) F72 J + [C72 (F82 - F72 n [(C82 C72 )(F82 F72 )1

The results from this decomposition are presented and interpreted

in chapter 4. The presentation of the results differs from that of Vaccara

and Simon (1968) and Feldman et al (1987), because the cross effect has

been made explicit. In these earlier works, authors estimated the

coefficient and final demand contributions to the change in output using

the two alternative techniques, and then took an average of the changes.

This amounts to dividing the cross effect (R) in half and allocating half to

coefficient change and half to final demand change, which is,

unfortunately, rather arbitrary. The tables, in the following chapter and the

appendix, all show indices of the coefficient and final demand

proportions, as estimated by (i) and (iv) and the cross effect R. The

estimates given by (ii) and (iii) can thus be obtained by adding the cross

effect to both (i) and (iv).



2.3 Changes in direct coefficients and first round multiplier effects.

In the standard multiplier analysis using I-0 tables, the distinction is

drawn between the direct and indirect effects of changes in the final

demand sales from a particular industry. The elements of the Leontief

inverse matrix (I - A)- 1 give the total (direct and indirect) requirements

from industry j to meet a one unit expansion in the final demand of

industry j. Each element of the "C" matrix, that is, the Leontief inverse

multiplied by the value added per unit output ratios, represents these same

direct and indirect requirement in terms of value added, that is, the total

value added from industry i required to meet a one unit expansion in

industry j. It is these coefficients which have been used to calculate the

total economy wide effects of the changes in the final demand vector.

The direct, or first round, effect refers to the increased demand for

inputs from the industry in question to meet its new demand level, which

must be met by increased supply from those industries which supply

inputs to it. It does not include any of the resulting purchases of inputs

from other industries to meet their higher intermediate demand from the

industry which expanded initially.

The direct, or first round, effects of expansions in aggregate demand

are given by the elements of the "A" matrix. By using the "A" matrix, also

pre-multiplied by the value added per unit output ratios, in place of the "C"

matrix in the above analysis, the direct, or first round, effects of the

changes in the final demand vector on value added for each industry, can

be calculated. Thus the matrix of direct value added requirements, a, is

defined as...

a= VA



From equation (i) the direct effect of changes in the final demand vector

can be isolated as follows...3

dXf = C72(F82 - F72)

= an (F82 - F72 ) (C72 - a72 )(F82 F72),

The economy-wide direct impact of changes in final demand on the value

added in each sector is, therefore, given by the first part of this

expression, a72 (F82 - F72 ), and the indirect impact is given by the

expression, (C72 - a72)(F82 - F72).

Similarly, when decomposing the changes in output attributable to

changes in the technical coefficients, we can distinguish between changes

in the total value added requirements and the changes in the direct value

added requirements. The direct value added requirements from the "a "
matrix, afj, represent the proportion of value added inputs required from

each industry group, 1, to produce a unit of output off. The total affect of

changes in the "a " matrix on the output of one industry therefore

constitutes the effect of the changes in the relevant portion of all

"downstream" industry group's aggregate production functions. By

comparison, the changes in the "C" matrix also include the indirect effects

on an individual industry group of all other production relationships. From

(iv) the effect of changes in the production functions of each supplying

industry can be isolated,

dXc'= (C82 - C72) F72	 (iv)

= (a82 - a72 )F72 + ((C82 - C72 )- (a82 a72 ))F72

and the effect of changes in the direct value added requirements on each

3. 1 am indebted to Mr P. Laplange for pointing out this procedure.
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sector is given by the the expression (a82 - an )F72. Similarly the indirect

effects are given by the expression, (C82 - C72 )- (a82 - a72 ))F72 •



2.4 Value added constraints and price deflators.

In this decomposition exercise, the changes in the value added to

total output ratio for each industry, are accounted for in the coefficient

change component, because each "C" matrix consists of the Leontief

inverse pre-multiplied by a set of value added ratios for that year. In order

to achieve this, the vectors of changes in total output were multiplied by a

diagonal matrix of value added/total output ratios. It should be noted that

in the I-0 framework the total of value added for all industry groups is

constrained to equal the total value of final demand for all industry groups.

Thus the total change in value added between any two years will also equal

the total change in final demand between any two years. The consequence

of this constraint is that the total change in value added attributable to

changes in the value added requirements, must equal zero. Thus some

industries will experience a positive effect on net output owing to changes

in the value added requirements and some negative affects, but the overall

effect must sum to zero. This constraint, which only occurs when dealing

in terms of value added, does not, however, alter the signs of the resulting

value added outputs relative to those that would be obtained if the analysis

were conducted in terms of total output. Industries with negative value

added effects would also have negative output effects and so to, industries

with positive value added effects would still have had positive effects had

the decomposition been conducted in terms of total output. Thus this

constraint does not really limit the usefulness of the results, except that

great care must be taken if one were to place some interpretation of the

sum of these effects for a number of industries.

Because each element of the 1-0 transactions table consists of a price

multiplied by a quantity, changing price levels between the years 1971-72

and 1981-82 will artificially Inflate the values in the latter years table.
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Price inflators were calculated from the Wholesale Output Price Index and

the Producers Output Price Index published by the N.Z. Department of

Statistics in the Monthly Abstract of Statistics. The Wholesale Price Index

series exists only until 1978 when it was replaced by the more detailed

Producers Price Index. In order to obtain a price inflator to cover the

whole period, 1971-72 to 1981-82 the Wholesale Price Index was

combined with the 24 indices of the producer price index. After some

aggregation this provided a 21 sector output price index. The 1972 vector

of final demands was then inflated to 1982 prices and each element, ay , of

the 1972 coefficient matrix was multiplied by the ratio of two sectoral

price inflators, gihri, in order to remove bias created by different rates of

price change between industries. This bias occurs during the construction

of the technical coefficients "A" matrix, when the outputs of industry i are

divided by the total inputs of sector .] in order to calculate the ay. The

1972 "C" and "a " matrices were then calculated using the "corrected"

matrix of technical coefficients.



2.5 Decomposing changes in value added using three I-0 tables.

Vaccara and Simon (1968) proposed to extend their basic analysis by

factoring the changes in net output between 1964 and 1958 as well as

between 1958 and 1947. Fromm (1968), in discussing examples of the

indexing problems imposed by Vaccara and Simon's decomposition

techniques, points out that the sum of the coefficient change for the first

and second period will not equal the measure that would be obtained for

the whole period 1947 - 1968. In this section alternative methods of

decomposing the change in net output over two periods, using three I-0

tables are discussed. It will be shown that this particular problem posed by

Fromm can be overcome to some extent. It will also be apparent however,

that Fromm's basic objection that the index number problem makes the

meaning of any particular set of weights rather ambiguous, is justified. The

calculations suggested in this section have not been made but are

presented only as a logical theoretical extension of the analysis presented

above, and a possibility for future research.

Perhaps the most intuitive method of decomposing changes in

output over two periods is to follow the procedure described above for

each sub-period. By using the 1977 I-0 tables, for example, the total

growth between 1972 and 1982 can be divided into that which occurred

prior to and after 1977. These two sub-periods can then be decomposed

into the final demand and coefficient proportions. Because each sub-period

can be decomposed in two ways, this gives total of four different weighting

patterns. In principle this procedure is the same as decomposing the

growth in each period separately, and then summing them up to obtain the

total growth. This appears to be the procedure to which Vaccara and

Simon (1968) and Fromm (1968) were referring. Fromm's objection can

be demonstrated as follows. Given...



= C82F82 C72F72

Using the I-0 table for 1977 we can rewrite the right hand side as ...

LAX = [C82F82 C77F77 + 1C77F77 C72F72

Following an identical procedure to the derivation of equations (i) and (iii),

these two parts can be decomposed to yield...

AX = [C77(F82 - F77) + (C82 - C77) F82 +

[C 72(F77 - F72) + (C77 - C72) F77
	 (v)

Fromm's objection to this procedure is that the two "coefficient

change" components, (C82 - C77) F82 and (C77 - C72) F77, which

conceptually explain the total change due to changing coefficients, cannot

be summed to yield either (iii) or (iv), the two previous measures of total

coefficient change. Similarly, the sum of the two final demand change

components, C77(F82 - F77) and C72(F77 - F72), will not equal either (0 or

(ii), the former measures of net output change due to changes in final

demand. It should also be noted that equation (v) is only one of four

weighting patterns that can be derived following the procedure described

above.

A partial solution to Fromm's problem lies in the fact that there is an

alternative basic procedure which could• be used to decompose the growth

into the two sub-periods. Rather than decomposing the total change in net

output from 1972 until 1982 into the two sub-periods, as before, the total

change could first be decomposed into demand and coefficient

proportions, and then these can be subdivided into the two time periods.

For example, equation (i) can be decomposed into two components as



follows.

= C72(F82 F72)	 (I)

= C72(F82 - F76) + C72(F76 - F72)	 (vi)

First the total change in output over the ten year period due to the

change in the final demand vector has been isolated, equation (i). This is

then subdivided into that which occurred before and after the

intermediate year 1977. Similarly, equation (iii), the coefficient proportion

over the whole period, can be divided into two sub-periods, giving the

change in net output between 1972-77 and 1977-82, due to changes in

the technical coefficients.

AXC = (C82 - C72) F82	 (iii)

= (C82 - C76) F82 + (C76 C72 ) F82	 (vii)

The sum of (vi) and (vii) will exhaust the total growth between 1972

and 1982. Equations (ii) and (iv) could be similarly decomposed, so that

this basic technique will yield two different weighting patterns.

While this second approach overcomes the problems expressed in

the former, it can be seen, however, that comparable summation problems

still exist. In this case the coefficient proportion and the final demand

proportion of any sub-period will not sum to give the total change in value

added for that period. Thus the technique used will depend on the specific

question being addressed. For example if one were to compare the amount

of growth caused by changes in final demand in the first and second

periods, the first method is preferable. It one were to compare the

importance of final demand to overall growth in both periods, then the

second method is preferable.

2-16
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This second procedure also provides for a simple way of dealing with

the problem of different base years in the decomposition exercise as

discussed in 2.2. By subdividing equations (i) and (iv) and keeping 1972 as

the base we avoid having to further subdivide the "cross effect" so that this

is the procedure which would seem preferable.
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2.6 Description of New Zealand I-0 tables.

The New Zealand department of statistics has produced seven I-0

tables of the N.Z. economy, the first being prepared for 1952-53 and the

latest for 1981-82. Of these the last three, produced for the years ending

31st March 1972, 1977 and 1982, all use the same method of compilation,

based on the United Nations System of National Accounts (1968). The

earlier tables used a different concepts in defining the sectors of the table

and are therefore not comparable to the tables from 1971-72 onward.

The tables for 1971-72 and 1976-77 were published by the

department of statistics as the Inter-Industry Study of the New Zealand 

Economy, N.Z. department of statistics 1980 and 1983. A number of

minor differences exist between these two tables. The first is the different

level of aggregation - the earlier table contains an additional two sectors.

Because both tables were eventually aggregated to 54 sectors from 130 and

128 respectively, this was of little consequence. Second, the 1976-77

tables were rounded up to eliminate all decimal places, whereas the earlier

tables were published to one decimal place. This excessive rounding

created a few discrepancies when aggregating the tables. The 1981-82

tables have not been published, but a 62 x 62 sector aggregation is available

from the N.Z. department of statistics on request. Although this table is

also rounded up to the nearest integer, the higher level of aggregation

makes this less problematic than in the case of the 1976-77 table.

Because this analysis is concerned as much with explaining the

dispersion of value added across sectors as explaining increases in value

added in general, it is desirable to have as many sectors as possible. In

order to reconcile the different levels of aggregation of the two tables

however, each table was aggregated to a 54 sectors, which was the
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minimum aggregation required to reconcile each study. The tables were

aggregated according to the New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification

(N.Z.S.I.C.) index, and the definition of each sector in terms of this index is

given in the appendix. By comparison Vaccara and Simon (1968) used

smaller tables with 42 sectors, while Feldman, McClain and Palmer (1987)

used a 400 x 400 table.

Having aggregated the tables the technical coefficients all were

calculated by dividing each element of the intermediate transactions table

by the column total obtained from the aggregated tables. These differ

slightly from the published column totals, which do not contain the

rounding error. The Leontief inverse matrices were calculated and post-

multiplied by the final demand vectors in order to derive estimates of total

output. Again these differed slightly from the published figures owing to

rounding errors. The vector of total product was then pre-multiplied by

the vector of value added to total output to covert the total output levels to

total value added levels. The remaining calculations followed the procedure

set out above.
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CHAPTER HI

3.1 Interpretation of the Technical Coefficients.

Chapter II included a brief discussion of ihe nature of the

coefficients in the I-0 system as direct and indirect requirements from

supplying industries from a one unit expansion in final demand. An

important question to be addressed in the context of this analysis is;

what might cause these coefficients to change over time, and more

specifically, to what extent can this be identified with technological

change?

The interpretation of the direct coefficients has been discussed in

a debate between Klein(1953, 1957) and Morishma (1957,1958), where

it was shown that, under conditions of perfect competition, the

I-0 coefficients can be treated as the parameters of a system of several

types of linear production functions. Without the assumption of perfect

competition, however, the interpretation of the coefficients becomes

more ambiguous. In this case they may reflect economic inter-

relationships that are not purely technological, for example, the level of

demand and the tastes of consumers, Klein (1953). Thus it valid to treat

the changes in the coefficients as resulting from changes in technology,

but not exclusively so because other non-technological factors will also

affect them. The question of the variability of the coefficients, has been

addressed in the context of discussions over the use of I-0 analysis for

making forecasts and predictions. A survey of some of the arguments is

contained in McGovern (1987). Predictions based on an historical set of

I-0 coefficients are only valid if the coefficients are unlikely to change

significantly over time, thus it is important to determine the causes and

likelihood of changes in the coefficients. Broadly speaking there are two

causes of change in the coefficients, those related to changes in the
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economy, such as changes in prices, in technology and so forth, and

those which are a consequence of the data compilation process, such as

the effects of aggregating different industries, observation errors. This

section considers both types of change though, clearly, the way in which

changes in real economic variables have been reflected in the

coefficients is of greater interest. In terms of the I-0 accounting system

a direct, or technical, coefficient, afj, is calculated as...

aij = pi cifj/ pi Qi

where pi is the price of the output from industry 1, qij is the quantity of

inputs purchased by industry j from industry 1, and pi Qj is the total

output of industry j multiplied by the price of j per unit of output. The aij

will therefore, change when either the price of i shifts relative to the

price of j or when the ratio of industry j 's inputs from i changes in

proportion to j 's total inputs, that is, the ratio qJ / Qj changes. This

section discusses some of the causes of changes in price ratios, output

ratios and other factors which will affect the direct, or technical,

coefficients and :hence the interdependence coefficients which are the

main focus of the analysis.

In the I-0 model prices are exogenous so there is no explanation

of price changes as such. If all prices increased by the same proportion

then it can be seen that the coefficients would remain unaltered. The

most important aspect of price changes is therefore, the effect of

changes in relative prices. If the price of an input goes up then, cet.par,

all the input coefficients corresponding to that supplying industry will

also rise. Providing the elasticity of demand for this input is non zero,

this price rise will also lead to a change in the quantity of that input

being purchased. Because of this effect of changes in relative prices, a

common working assumption in I-0 analysis is that the own price
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elasticity of demand is equal to one. Thus when prices rise, the quantity

purchased falls, so that the total value of the purchase remains constant.

Secondly, in conjunction with this, it is also often assumed that the

cross price elasticity of each good is equal to zero. Thus a firm will not

replace an input which is becoming more expensive with one that has

become relatively cheaper - there is no substitution between inputs.

These assumptions are usually invoked in forecasting or impact studies

where future economic effects are predicted on the basis of I-0 tables

which are usually several years old so that the results are only

meaningful providing that the coefficients have not changed

significantly. Thus one of the causes of changes in the coefficient values

over-time are the changes in price levels and substitution effects. These

may occur for a variety of reasons, for example, weather conditions,

overseas market conditions and technological change which does not

arise from price changes (for example see section 3.2 for discussion of

the types of technological change).

Recall that in this analysis the coefficient values in the 1972 table

have been multiplied by 1982 price inflators. This was to remove the

bias that is created in the coefficients due to different rates of changes

in the two prices which enter into a single cell, and has been explained

in the previous chapter. Given that each cell has been deflated, we can

assume that the resulting changes in relative prices are only reflected in

the coefficients in so far as they induce substitutions between inputs. For

example if industry i 's output price has risen relative to j which buys

from i, yet there is no change in the quantity of i purchased by j, the

coefficient will not change (excluding errors created in the process of

inflating the 1972 prices).

Changes in these quantities, which define the direct coefficients,

may occur for reasons other than changing prices. Letting zJ = pi qij,
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and Yj = pi Qj, the expression for the aij, above, may be rewritten,

afj = ziJ/ Yj,

Here the 41 represent the value of input purchases from sector i

to sector j. It can be seen that if the aij are constant then a 1 percent

increase in the value of output must imply a 1 percent increase in the

value of the input purchases. Thus when output from industry j increases

the input from i must increase by the same proportion. Each sector

draws on many inputs and so the production function implicit in the I-0

model is often expressed as...

Y. = min
a2j	 art/

If all the inputs, zU, are multiplied by a constant factor, then output will

increase by the same factor, there is no change of techniques and the

equation is linear. Thus constant returns to scale is a corollary of the

assumption of fixed coefficients. If industries do not display constant

returns to scale, then the direct coefficients will change as output

changes. It follows that the existence of decreasing coefficients, cet.par,

suggests increasing returns to scale in the purchasing industry and,

similarly, increasing values of the technical coefficients suggests

decreasing returns to scale. As noted by Vaccara and Simon (1968) the

fact that some industry outputs will represent fixed cost inputs to other

industries means that the assumption of constant returns to scale will be

unrealistic in a number of industries. In this case the direct purchases,

and thus the direct coefficients, will tend to decline as the output of the

purchasing industry increases.

Even if constant returns to scale is a close approximation to the

actual long run production function of all the industries, short run

[z u z2i zni
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fluctuations in output will lead to excess capacity or shortages. These

fluctuations will also, therefore, cause the technical coefficients to vary

in the short run as production relationships are temporarily distorted

from the optimal position. As seen in chapter 1, the years 1972 and

1982, can both be considered fairly normal years in the context of the

NZ economic performance with no major recessions or booms. Thus one

would not expect this short run business cycle effect to have a major

impact on the coefficient values.

The construction of an I-0 table involves aggregation so that each

ay represents transfers from a group of industries to a group of other

industries, and thus involves a transfer of more than one type of product.

For example in the tables used in this study the dairy, sheep and beef

industries, themselves aggregates, have been aggregated into one

industry group. This aggregation has two implications for the stability of

the coefficients. First, if industries are combined in which the outputs

are substitutes, then substitutions which would normally cause the

coefficients to change will not be visible. Thus the coefficients are more

stable than they should be and hide some of the substitution effects.

There is, therefore a loss of accuracy. Second, when two industries

which have different requirements from a single input source are

combined into one industry group, the resulting coefficient is a

weighted average of the two requirements. If one industry within the

group grows at a rate different from the others this will change the

weights on the requirement. There will be a change in the product mix

in the transfer and so the coefficient will change. Owing to the

aggregation procedure, therefore, the coefficients increase or decrease

depending on the bundle of goods being transferred, and technologically

induced substitutions may occur which are not reflected in the

coefficients at all. According to Sevaldson (1970), arguing on the basis of

an empirical study, an aggregated I-0 table is likely to have greater
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stability in its coefficients. Clearly the loss of accuracy, caused by

aggregation in the I-0 table, can be minimised by using a table which is

as dissaggregated as possible.



3.2 Defining technological change.

If pure technological change occurs in the production process of

industry j then the proportions of requirements from different

industries will change and so technological change is reflected by

changes in the coefficients. A fall in the magnitude of a single

coefficient, ay, representing a fall in the purchases from industry i by

industry j as a proportion of J 's total output, may indicate either a

change in techniques of production away from industry i, or part of a

more widespread neutral technological change in industry, so that all

input proportions are falling. In all I-0 analyses it is very difficult to

distinguish between these two effects, the changes in input proportions

and the ability to get more out of existing inputs. Thus, Vaccara (1970),

defines technological change as "change in the physical requirements

for the specific goods and services used in producing a given basket of

goods", which does not attempt to distinguish between changes in

technology involving movements along the isoquant, (that is, changes in

input proportions), and changes in technology involving shifts of the

isoquant, (the ability to get more out of existing inputs), which is a

common distinction in the Hicksian approach to technological change.

This issue will be discussed later when the effect of changes in the value

added proportions are discussed.

In the decomposition technique described in the previous

chapter, the effect being considered is first, the impact on each

industry of a change in demand for all industries, and second, the effect

on each industry of changes in other industries intermediate demand

requirements. The meaning of changes in the technical and

interdependence coefficients should therefore be considered from the

view of the supplying industry. A fall in ay for a supplying industry, I,
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means that less of j 's inputs are being purchased from it. Thus a fall in

the	 does not mean that the value of i 's sales to j as a proportion of i's

total sales has fallen, (or even that the actual value of goods from i to j

has necessarily, fallen), but rather, that industry i has become less

important to j. For example, if industry, was experiencing rapid growth,

with a smaller ail, industry i is now reaping fewer benefits from this in

terms of rising intermediate demand from,, for its output. In terms of

industry i, the aU do not reflect relative proportions because there is no

constraint on the row totals. Thus for any supplying industry 1, if all the

ail along the row decrease this is an indication that it has become a less

important source of supply to all other industries. Conversely, if all the

ay along the row increase, industry i has become a more important

source of supply. Looking at the direct coefficients this way gives an

indication of how the changes in the production functions in the

economy have acted to alter the relative importance of each industry as

a supplier. Over the ten year period one would expect to see some

industries to become more important suppliers, for example, one would

have expected chemicals and plastics industries to have become

relatively more important in this sense. Similarly other industries, say,

wool and timber industries may have declined in importance owing to

the growing plastics industries.

So far the discussion has been limited to the direct coefficients,

but in the context of this study it is also important to define the

meaning of changes in the interdependence coefficients. These are

derived from the direct coefficients and so they will also respond to the

changes in price, scale, and product mix as discussed for the direct

coefficients. The interdependence coefficients, however, also reflect the

indirect intermediate demands for an industries output, which result

from secondary purchases required to expand output in order to meet

increases in intermediate demands. In this sense the interdependence
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coefficients reflect, as the name suggests, the production inter-

dependence of the various industries. Column-wise they can be thought

of as the total input requirements of industry j, given a one unit

expansion in the final demand for j. Row-wise they represent the total

increase in supply from sector i given a one unit expansion in final

demand for all industries. Thus to use the plastics example again,

whereas a rise in the direct coefficients would indicate that the plastics

industry has become a more important source of supply to other

industries, say to electronics, the inter-dependence coefficients along a

row for industry 1, would also reflect the changes in the intermediate

demands faced by the industries which purchase inputs from the

electronics industry. If the electronics industry has itself become a more

important supplier to still other industries this demand will feed back

into the plastics industry, and the interdependence coefficients also

show the sum of all these secondary purchases from the plastics

industry. Thus a rise in the size of the interdependence coefficients

along the row for an industry i, shows the overall effect of changes in all

sector's production functions on that supplying industry, whether they

are direct buyers or not. They therefore give a better overall picture of

the importance of the industry as a supplier.

In order to interpret the results of this analysis the consequences

of expressing the requirements in terms of value added rather than total

output must also be considered, that is, how does one interpret changes

in the all and the cll ? These represent the direct and total

requirements of value added of industry j from industry i, respectively.

In the I-0 framework, value added is equal to the sum of all the primary

inputs, for example payments to labour, depreciation of capital, imports,

tax payments and the profits before tax. If a technological innovation

occurred this may be reflected either in a rise in profits or wages and so

value added increases and value added per unit of total output will rise
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also. Because imports have also been included in the primary inputs

however, a rise in value added is somewhat ambiguous without reference

to which component has changed. In the following discussion, however,

a rise in value added per unit of output will be treated as if it is

synonymous with a gain in total factor productivity. The extent to which

payments to imports have contributed to the change in the value

added/output ratio, compared with other primary input shares such as

payments to employees and profits, can be seen in tables A3 and A4 in

the appendix. A3 shows the size of the changes in the value

added/output ratio relative to the effect of the actual changes in the

coefficients, in the overall technological change effect. Table A4 shows

the percentage changes in the proportions of the individual primary

inputs, in total inputs and total primary inputs.

We are now in a position to contrast the ay, with the ay. The ay

implicitly show the value added per unit of output for sector j. If, say,

profits rise due to some innovation and no further inputs are required to

produce a greater output, then the aY for the purchasing industry j will

fall - there are less intermediate inputs per unit of output of j. It may be

noted that the purchases from itself, all, will also fall, indicating that it

needs less inputs from itself. Looking at this from the supply side, each

unit of its own product the industry sells is now worth more to it,

because each unit of output draws on less inputs, and therefore costs

less to produce. Thus because each sale is worth more the value, or

importance, of its sales to itself as inputs, has not really changed

although as noted above the coefficient ay has fallen. If this coefficient

all were multiplied by the value added per unit output ratio, or total

factor productivity ratio (TFP), it would remain constant as the TFP in

sector j changes. Thus if TFP rises in every sector the supply

coefficients ay for each i would be artificially deflated, they would seem

to get smaller and smaller as each purchasing industry produces more
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and more from less inputs. To balance this effect of rising productivity

on the demand side, the falling requirements need to be inflated to

reflect the productivity gains of the producer, and thus show that each

of the falling requirements represents a purchase of an input which is

worth more to the seller. Thus by multiplying each row by the own

sector value added ratios and calculating the aid, each ay for suppling

industry i, is adjusted to reflect the value added content of the output

and, therefore, changes in TFP between buying and selling industries

are preserved and reflected as changes in the ay.

An alternative, and somewhat more intuitive, way of viewing the

value added requirements, ay, is that they describe in each transaction,

the proportion of the supplying industry's contribution to the product

which is being purchased. Thus the importance of a sector in terms of

supplying to other sectors depends not on the total value of goods which

pass through it, but the value of goods it supplied relative to the value of

goods it purchased. The greater the transformation of a product within a

particular industry, cet.par, the more important that industry is. A

simple example would be a paper mill which puts out a given output, say

$1 million of paper each year. The relevant measure of the size of this

industry is not the total output of $1 million but this output in relation

to the cost of it's inputs. It is desirable to allow for the situations where

this value added content may change, for example if the paper mill

began recycling its waste paper and the quantity of pulp purchased in

order to produce the same output falls. The paper industry has become a

larger industry in terms of value added even though the value of its

output has not changed. Intuitively it can be seen that the paper industry

is a more important supplier to its clients, but this is not reflected in

the direct requirement coefficients of the industries purchasing from

the paper industry because the actual quantities of paper being sold have

not changed. The value added requirements would increase, however,
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reflecting the fact that the purchasing industry is making much more

use of the paper industry and that the paper industry is now producing

much more in the sense that it starts from a lower level of inputs. That

is, the same purchase of paper from say, government departments,

reflects a greater purchase of value added from the paper industry and a

reduced purchase of value added from the pulp industry. When

measuring the growth of an industry therefore, it makes more sense to

consider the growth of the value added content of its output rather than

total output.

Thus a rise in the value added content of sales from sector i to

sector j, ay, may reflect an increase in the importance of i as a supplier

to j relative to other supplying industries for two reasons. First, because

technological changes have taken place in these other sectors so that

their inputs requirements have changed in favour of I (this may be i

biased technological change or neutral technological change). Second

because there has been an increase in the TF'P of i, so that each unit of i

sold is worth more. Clearly it is possible to separate the impact of these

two effects by simply comparing the ail with the aij. The re-

interpretation of the interdependence coefficients in terms of value

added requirements is essentially the same as for the direct coefficients.

Each CU, represents the direct and indirect value added requirement of

j from They include the effects of changes in TFP between purchasing

and selling industries and, for the same reasons expounded above, give a

better overall picture of the importance of each industry as a suppling

industry than the direct value added requirements.

It should be noted that the value added inter-dependence

requirements are constrained such that the total value added

requirements from all industries, given a one unit increase in final

demand for industry j, must equal 1, that is, Ei cll = 1. This results from
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the constraint on the I-0 model that the total value added must equal

the total final demand. Thus, for a given increase in final demand, a

supplying industry can only increase its share of value added supplied,

and some other industry must consequently decrease its share. This

will not restrict the analysis in any significant way, but, it must be born

in mind when interpreting the changes in the total value added of each

industry owing to changes in the coefficients. These are changes in the

shares of total value added, which is restricted to equal total final

demand, and thus, as mentioned in the previous chapter, will sum to

zero.

In the light of the preceding discussion the meaning of the change

in output owing to changes in the direct and indirect value added

effects, (C82 - C72) F72 and (a82 a72 )F72 , may now be defined. For this

purpose the effects on the coefficients of changes in scale, product mix

and statistical discrepancies shall be ignored. The elements of the

column vector (a82 - a72 )F72, show the impact on each sector of change

in the value added/output ratio in its own production function, on the

value of its output sales to other sectors, and, the effects of changes in

value added direct requirements in the production functions of its

clients. The elements of the vector (C82 - C72) F72, show the impact on

each sector of change in the value added/output ratio in its own

production function, on the value of its output sales, and the effects of

technological change across the rest of the economy on its share of total

value added, through changes in the direct and indirect value added

requirements. An alternative set of expressions might be, the economy-

wide technological impact (direct and indirect) on value added supply. A

more economical expression would simply be the direct technological

impact and total technological impact, and these will be adopted in the

remaining discussion. It should be remembered however that the direct

technological impact is a measure of the importance of a sector to its
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intermediate clients whereas the total technological impact gives a

more wide ranging measure of the sectors importance in the whole

economy. Secondly it must be remembered that the phrase

"technological impact" refers to the induced effect on the sector of

changing intermediate inputs of other sector's and its own total factor

productivity increases.
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CHAPTER IV

4.1 Initial Observations on the Decomposition Results.

The results of the initial decomposition, described in 2.2, are

presented in Table 1. Column 2 identifies each industry with a number,

as assigned in the appendix. In column 1 the growth rank of the

industry group is given, and column 3 shows the percentage growth of

value added in each of the industries, defined as (X82 - X72 / X72)100.

The first sub-columns of both columns 4 and 5, give the coefficient and

final demand contributions to the change in value added in percentage

terms. These are calculated using 1972 weights, that is, using equations

(1) and (iv). As explained in chapter 2, these two equations will not

exhaust total output. In general, if the industry has been growing, these

will understate the total change. The remainder is listed in column 6

under the heading of the "cross effect". Thus, for example, industry

group 5, which consists of fishing industries, experienced an increase in

value added of approximately 265 percent. From columns 3 and 4 it can

be seen that the greater proportion of this increase was explained by

increases in the final demand vector, 57%, as opposed to changes in the

inverse matrix coefficients which accounted for 31%. This leaves 12%,

which is attributed to the cross effect. By isolating this effect, one is able

to ascertain the accuracy of the breakdown in the cases of individual

industries as given by the size of the cross effect relative to that of the

final demand or coefficient effects.

Thus, to continue the example, it has been shown that increases

in final demand have been the more important cause of growth in the

fishing industry than the technological impact. This increased demand,

however, will have both direct and indirect effects on the industry group

and, in the second sub-column of column 3, this direct effect has been
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Table 1: Changes in Value Added ,
Final Demand and Coefficient Percentages.1

(by growth rank).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Growth Industry % Growth Final Demand Coefficient Cross

Rank Group In Output Percentage Percentage Effect
Number

Total
Effect

Direct
Effect

Total
Effect

Direct
Effect

1	 Coal,Petrol Mining 6 347 13 6 58 4 29

2	 Fishing 5 265 57 1 31 17 12

3	 Gas & Services 31 227 11 5 75 24 14

4	 Petrl & Coal Goods 19 224 40 3 49 22 11

5	 Basic Metals 23 136 65 13 35 10 0

6	 Professional Equip 28 121 97 8 13 14 -10

7	 Electrical Machinery 26 90 85 10 12 4 3

8	 Trans Services 40 82 48 3 40 10 12

9	 Air Transport 42 70 122 13 -16 -9 -6

10 Rec & Culture Ser y 53 61 75 6 21 7 4

11 Public Admin & Def 49 52 105 3 -3 2 -3

12 Communication 43 51 57 15 42 24 1

13 Chemicals 18 48 56 15 31 11 13

14 Banking Institutes 44 46 20 20 68 23 12

15 Fab Metal Prod's 24 45 30 21 59 36 11

16 Owner Occupied Dwell 47 44 115 0 -10 0 -5

17 Trans Equip 27 44 111 15 0 17 -11

18 Electricity 30 44 48 16 44 3 8

19 Welfare & Health 52 43 98 3 5 4 -3

20 Business Services 48 40 89 21 11 -8 0

21 Minerals 22 37 45 25 42 25 13

22 Sanitary Services 50 34 90 34 14 -3 -3

23 Paper Products 16 32 156 35 -20 -21 -36

24 Personal Services 54 32 69 5 26 31 5

25 Restaurants,	 Hotels 36 32 -8 7 94 35 14

26 Education 51 29 81 1 15 1 4

27 Building 33 28 60 17 34 -13 5

1. March 1972 - March 1982, with 1972 weights.
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Table 1:(Continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Growth Industry % Growth Final Demand Coefficient Cross

Rank Group In Output Percentage Percentage Effect
Number

Total
Effect

Direct

Effect

Total

Effect
Direct

Effect

28 Real Estate 46 28 -44 15 108 63 36

29 Wood Products 15 28 126 38 -20 -2 -6

30 Wearing Apparel 14 22 182 23 -57 -2 -25

31 Printing 17 17 142 45 -29 -36 -13

32 Machinery NEC 25 10 185 54 -78 -32 -6

33 Rubber 20 7 359 96 -180 -78 -79

34 Plastics 21 6 444 232 -140 - 166 - 204

35 Meat Works 8 5 -246 5 365 330 -19

36 Insurance 45 3 1269 352 -784 -424 -385

37 Food Prep NEC 10 1 1589 238 -1277 -25 -212

38 Road Transport 38 -1 -2603 -443 2189 -160 514

39 Hunting,	 Trapping 3 - 1 - 3123 375 3041 2433 182

40 Construction NEC 34 -2 -1124 -347 967 383 256

41 Waterworks 32 -4 -188 -179 483 343 -195

42 Textiles 13 -4 -2360 -408 1189 282 1271

43 Wholesale & Retail 35 -5 -119 -104 201 97 18

44 Dairy Products 9 -5 198 0 -92 -338 -6

45 Manufacturing NEC 29 -7 -267 -119 320 125 47

46 Beverages 11 -8 -304 30 346 261 59

47 Forestry & Logging 4 -12 -49 -52 125 38 24

48 Farming 1 -12 61 42 97 151 -58

49 Water Transport 41 -16 -76 -31 147 27 29

50 Mining NEC 7 -24 -89 --43 151 101 38

51 Agriculture Ser y 2 -25 87 6 51 12 -37

52 Road Freight 39 -26 32 -29 68 54 0

53 Rail Transport 37 -30 -4 -31 90 39 14

54 Tobacco Products 12 -50 40 0 75 1 -15
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isolated. Recall that the direct, or first round, final demand effect of the

fishing industry, gives the proportion of growth in that industry group

attributable to increased sales from the fishing industry to all industries

to meet their increased demand levels. It does not include the feedback

or multiplier effects on the fishing industry of the, now higher,

intermediate demand levels. From table 1 it can be seen that the

indirect portion of this 57% rise in overall demand was 56%. That is,

nearly all of this rise in demand for fish came from the multiplier effects

and the initial purchases of fish were relatively small.

The change in value added due to the economy-wide technological

impact is similarly broken down into total and direct effects. It can be

seen that although the total technological impact was 31%, the direct

technological impact accounted for 17% of value added. That is, 17% of

the total change in value added in the fishing industry is explained by

the increased importance of the fishing industry to its client industries.

This could be due, for example, either to an increase in total factor

productivity in the fishing industry or the change in the production

functions of its clients. The total technological impact proportion also

includes the changes in the inter-relationships in the economy between

different sectors, indicating the importance of this industry in an

economy-wide sense.

Looking at the various industries in this way we see that there is

an overall tendency for the final demand proportion to dominate in

explaining the changes in output in each industry. This is true for 34 out

of the 54 industries. Nevertheless it is revealing to look at those

industries which do have dominant coefficient effects. A common

characteristic is that they tend to occupy the extremes in terms of the

overall growth rate. Of the 10 slowest growing industries, 9 have total
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technological impact effects which dominate the final demand effects.

At the other extreme, a similar pattern exists, with three of the four

fastest growing industries having coefficient change effects which

dominate the final demand change effect. This distribution suggests that

very high or very low rates of growth tend to be driven by changes in

those factors which cause the I-0 interdependence coefficients to

change, rather than being driven by changes in the final demand vector.

This theme shall be explored in more depth in the following section.

A further observation on the results is that the effect of changes in

the final demand vector are predominantly positive. There were only

eight industry groups which realised falls in output owing to changes in

the final demand vector, indicated by the negative signs in the case of

positive growth industries and positive signs in the case of negative

growth sectors This is highlighted by the fact that even in many of the

industries facing the largest falls in output, (for example industry group

29, Manufacturing NEC, ranked 45th, industry group 11, Beverages,

ranked 46th and industry groups 41, Water transport, 49th, and 7,

Other mining and quarrying, 50th), there was substantial growth in the

final demand for the output (indicated by the negative sign). These

industry groups still faced overall falls in output levels owing to the

effects of the changing coefficient matrix.

The results, as presented in table 1, present some interpretation

problems because as the overall growth rate tends toward zero, the final

demand and coefficient percentage changes tend toward positive or

negative infinity making the magnitude of the numbers unstable over the

range where growth rates are low. In order to get a better overview of

these trends the changes have been indexed using the method of

Vaccara and Simon. This is an index of actual changes, rather than the

change as a percentage of the total change, but normalises the values
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according to the initial industry size. The index of change in value

added is simply (X82/X72)100. It follows that an index of 100 indicates

zero growth while an index greater than 100 indicates positive growth

and below 100, negative growth. The index of the final demand effect is

calculated by adding the growth attributable to changes in the final

demand vector to the net output in 1972 and dividing by the net output

in 1972, that is, ((X72 + C72(F82 - F72))/X72)100. The index of

coefficient change is equal to ((X72 + (C82 - C72) F72)0(72)100, and the

index of the direct effects are calculated by an identical procedure.

Similarly, scores greater than 100 indicate positive growth due to final

demand changes and technological impact, and scores less than 100

indicate negative growth. The index numbers are listed in table A2 in

the appendix. Using this index, the dominance of the effect of changes

in the final demand vector can be seen with greater clarity. Figure 4.1

shows the final demand and coefficient indices plotted according to the

total growth rank of each industry.

Figure 4.1

Growth Index
350

300

250 Coefficient Effect

Industry Groups (ranked, by growth rate, from

o
	 highest to lowest)
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It can be seen that the index of final demand effects, shown in the

darker line, is generally above the axis indicating that in nearly all the

industries the final demand effect was positive. Thus it is generally the

case that changes in the final demand vector "pull along" most

industries, exerting a positive influence on value added. Some

implications of this shall be discussed in section 4.3. It was suggested

above that those industries in which the technological impact effect is

dominant tend to occupy the extremes in terms of the overall growth

rate and this pattern can be seen in Figure 1. The line showing the

change due to technological impact of the changes in the coefficients

dominates the final demand line at both extremes. In those industries

with low growth rates in particular, it can be seen that these are due

almost exclusively to very low coefficient effects which lie below the

zero growth line. The following section attempts to explore these

general results in more depth.



4.2 Causes of Variation in Growth Rates Between Industries.

The conclusion formed from the results so far is that industry

groups with very high or very low growth rates are more likely to have a

dominant technological impact effect and that this effect is much more

variable than the final demand effect which is predominantly positive.

This can also be seen from the measures of variance in the distribution

of these values. The standard deviation for the final demand index

values is 34.1, while the coefficient change index is 44.8. Thus while it

appears that changes in final demand tend to be the dominant cause of

growth in the economy, the relative rise and fall of different industries

within the economy tends to be led by changes in the inter-industry

production relationships as defined by the technological impact effect. It

is the impact of changes in the value added/output ratios, part of which

is due to changes in the TFP of that sector, and the impact on each

industry group of technological developments in other industry groups,

which are the main cause of diverging growth rates between industries,

rather than changes in the level of final demand.

Previous studies of this nature have found very similar results to

those presented here. The main aim of the work by Vaccara and Simon

(1968) was to establish some insights into the causes of differential

rates of growth between industry groups. They claim, as a result of their

decomposition analysis, that "... if only final demand had changed

between 1947 and 1958 (while the technical relationships remained

constant), there would have been a considerable narrowing of the extent

to which individual indexes of real product differed from the average

index." (Vaccara and Simon, 1968, p. 28). Thus they also identify the

changes in output due to the technological impact as the dominant

cause of changes in the economy-wide composition of value added for
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the U.S post war economy. Feldman, McClain and Palmer (1987) also

followed this decomposition method using more recent I-0 data on the

U.S. economy. They found that changing coefficient effects dominated

the final demand effects in the top 20 and bottom 20 industry groups,

and likened their results to those of Vaccara and Simon. Staglin and

Wessels (1972) conducted a similar analysis of changes in the

composition of real product for Germany using I-0 tables for 1954, 1958

and 1962. Their aims and methodology followed very closely that of

Vaccara and Simon and they obtained similar broad patterns of change.

Vaccara and Simon noted that the variation in total value added

between industries is greater than that of either of its two components,

thus indicating that the final demand and technological changes tend to

move together rather than cancel each other out. The results presented

here for the New Zealand economy also suggest that this is the case with

the standard deviation of changes in value added equal to 74.8, nearly

double that of its two components which are recorded above.

Nevertheless there is no significant correlation between the percentage

changes in final demand effect and the percentage changes in the

technological impact effect, suggesting that these two sources of growth

are largely independent.

The changes in net output due to change in the matrix of

interdependence coefficients have also been decomposed into the

changes in the direct and indirect effects and these are shown in Figure

2. The industries are ranked in order from fastest growing to slowest

growing to highlight any changes in the relationship between the direct

and indirect effects as the growth rate rises.
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Quite clearly the indirect technological impact effect is much

larger than the direct effect in the top few industry groups, but for most

industry groups, the technological impact effects and direct

technological effects are closely related. This will be due, in part, to the

fact that they contain an identical component in the change in the value

added/ output ratio although it can be seen from table A3 in the

appendix that the technological impact effects, net of the own sector

value added effect are also closely related. In particular it appears that

for many declining industries at the low end of the scale, both the direct

and indirect effects are below the zero growth line. This implies that,

not only have the direct buyers value added requirements from these

leading industries fallen, but these purchasing industries have

themselves faced technological shifts against them. This situation could

be described as a downward technological spiral effect and it reflects an

important aspect of structural change occurring in the economy. In

other situations one might expect to find these declining industries
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associated with large falls in demand, for example in a 1930's style

depression, or the direct technological impact effect dominating, as

would be the case when an individual industry becomes obsolete. The

pattern here reflects more wide-spread decline in a number of

industries being enhanced by a technological shift against the industries

to which they supply.

It may be noted that the process of growth through different

technological impacts in different industry groups is very much in the

flavour of Shumpeter's analysis of growth under capitalism. According to

the results presented here, the factor which causes industries to

expand, or decline, relative to others is the technological impact effect,

which exhibits a great deal of variance between industries. Shumpeter

(1928) argued that it is the propensity of capitalists to seek rents

through innovations which causes fundamental changes in short run

production functions and thus long run growth. Thus, according to

Shumpeter, growth was primarily a result of technological innovations

which create expansions. These innovations subsequently cause

expansions in intermediate demand which also allow industries to

expand, but this is a secondary effect, as are most changes in demand,

(Shumpeter,1928). The technological impact effect, found in this study

to dominate the causes of divergences in growth rates, shows how these

innovations lead to growth in other sectors which supply to that sector

as well as the effect on itself of its own innovations. Shumpeter's

emphasis is on the causation between demand and innovation,

nevertheless the results presented here do justice to the importance of

these primary innovation and secondary demand effects which are

independent of changes in the final demand vector. Similarly

Shumpeter's analysis of clusters of innovations finds some support, in

that it has been shown that the direct and indirect technological impact

effects in most industries appear to be closely related, indicating that
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industry groups which buy and sell from each other tend to suffer or

gain together from these technological impacts.

One of the leading arguments against Shumpeter's view of

technological change, and particularly the exogeneity of technological

change, is the Schmoolker hypothesis. Whereas Shumpeter argued that

technological change is unstable and led by Keynes's animal spirits,

Schmoolker claimed that demand plays a leading role in causing

inventions and subsequent innovations. The larger a market is, the more

inventive activity will be directed toward it. Thus expansions in demand

are likely to induce technological change, (Schmoolker,1962). As we

have seen there is little support for this hypothesis in these results. This

is indicated by the lack of correlation between the final demand effect

and the technological change impact. It is stressed, however, that the

technological impact variable is as much concerned with the impact of

other sector's technological changes on intermediate demand as with

innovations within the sectors itself. Similarly, demand is artificially

divided into final and intermediate demand, whereas to do justice to the

hypothesis, one would need to consider the relationship between total

demand and, say, own sector TFP.

In conclusion it has been shown in this section that the main

cause of differing growth rates of value added in the New Zealand

economy over the ten year survey period, was the technological impact

effect, as defined previously. This technological effect is also the factor

which seems to dominate the "stagnating" industries, with a significant

number of industries having both large direct and indirect technological

impact effects. 'This indicates that effects on individual industries of the

decline of other industries which they supply to and purchase from has

been quite large and in some cases outweighs the positive effects of final

demand growth.



4.3 Some Implications for Discretionary Demand Management Policies.

In chapter 1 the debate over N.Z. economic policy was discussed

and it was suggested that this research may shed some light on the

relative merits of a New Classical approach to policy, as opposed to the

practice of discretionary demand management style polices. The aim of

this section is to take a more detailed look at the role of changes in the

vector of final demands in determining growth in value added,

compared to the role of the technological impact effect.

The first observation to make about the final demand impact

analysis is the similarity to a standard I-0 multiplier analysis. The

changes in the final demand vector itself operate on the economy

through the interindustry multipliers given by the interdependence

coefficients. Thus high levels of final demand growth in individual

industries cause general economy-wide growth through the various

rounds of spending it induces. This is what causes the changes in the

elements of the final demand vector, which are quite diverse, to have a

fairly stable or consistent effect on the output of all industries. For

example, while the variance of the effects of changes in the demand

vector is quite low, (SD = 141, range = 793), the variance of the actual

changes in final demand is relatively large, (SD = 197, range = 1007).

This is a measure of the importance of each industries final demand

sales on other sectors. The fact that the final demand variation tends

always to be positive and "pulls along" industries facing negative

technological effects is attributable to the interdependence of all of the

sectors and the importance of each industries final demand sales on the

output levels of other industries.

The interdependence multipliers can be divided into their direct,
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first round component and the subsequent, indirect component. In this

way the direct and indirect effects of the change in final demand can be

assessed. Figure 4.3 is a plot of these two effects for each industry.

Figure 4.3

Growth Index
300

Industry Groups (ranked, by growth rate, from
highest to lowest)

It can be seen that the indirect effects dominate the direct

effects, The relatively small size of the direct multipliers, the ay ,

indicates that it is through indirect purchases that the change in

demand manifests itself on the value added produced by each sector.

This can be seen by comparing figures 4.2 and 4.3, The indirect final

demand effect line is generally above that of the direct effect line for

those industries where the rate of growth is positive.

In those few industries where the overall final demand effect is

actually negative (specifically industry groups 36, 46, 8, 9, 1, 2, 39, &

12.), the direct effect line is usually above that of the indirect effect.2

2. Although it may seem counter intuitive to have the direct, first round, effects of an

expansion in final demand having the opposite effect of the subsequent rounds, this is
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There are some notable exceptions to this pattern. These are industry

groups 1, Farming, and 2, Agricultural services, where the direct effects

of the change in final demand also contributed to the fall in net output.

For most industries however, it is the growth in demand of other

sectors exerting indirect intermediate demand induced expansions in

value added which has the largest impact on value added levels.

The tendency of the final demand effect to exert a positive impact

on most industries suggests that without the expansionary demand

policies it is likely that many industries would have faced a negative

growth rate over this period. Most industries in the mid range for

example, were facing negative technological impact effects but still grew

overall, owing to the impact of economy-wide growth in final demand.

These industries are diverse, including primary processing,

manufacturing and financial service related industries.

Part of the argument put forward by Treasury against the use of

expansionary fiscal policy, however, is that it causes an allocation of

resources to industries which are becoming obsolete. For example, fiscal

policy may divert private savings which might be used for investment in

new techniques by growing industries, to government spending and

transfer payments which assist struggling industries. It is impossible

from this analysis, to obtain a measure of the extent to which the

technological effects in some industries have been depressed owing to

the potential for resource misallocations arising from the redistributive

qualities of fiscal policy. It may be possible, however, to make an

"enlightened guess" as to the importance of this effect in terms of the

overall growth rate of the economy.

feasible and is more likely to occur the greater the difference between the ay and cif.
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In this regard there are two questions to be addressed. First, to

what extent are the technological and final demand effects correlated?

The stronger the positive correlation, the less likely it is that successful

industries are significantly constrained from growing to their potential

by "crowding out" effects which may exist between final demand

spending and spending which relates to the changing coefficients. As we

have already seen in 4.2 there is not a strong correlation, positive or

negative, between these two effects. Second, in order to gain some

indication of how much growth could have been attained through the

technological effect if the demand expansions had not been so intense,

there needs to be an assessment of the importance of these two effects

regarding their contribution to the overall growth rate. The relative

importance of these two effects is also of interest in itself, however, in

gaining a greater understanding of how the economy actually changed

over the 1970's, and it is to this general question which we shall now

turn.

The main aim of the research of Feldman, McClain and Palmer

(1987) was to use their decomposition results as a test of the

importance of the rising levels of final demand in determining the

growth rate of a given industry compared to changes in the technical

coefficients. While they found that the technological impact effect was

important in determining which industries grew the most or least, their

prime concern was to identify which of the two effects was more

important in terms of growth in the total gross output of the entire

economy. In this respect it was shown that the number of industries

which had coefficient effects greater than final demand effects was only

21% of all industries but, more to the point, these industries only

accounted for 8.3% of GDP. Thus they conclude that, "In the postwar

United States, the output change in a great majority of industries has

been determined by the changing level and mix of final demands."



In the results presented here for the New Zealand economy, it

appears that the final demand effect tends to dominate the coefficient

effect, as shown in Figure 1. Following Feldman et al, there are 19

industries out of the 54 (35%) which have coefficient effects greater

than final demand effects and together these account for 14.2% of the

total change in value added between 1972 and 1982. This comparison is

not very useful for measuring the importance of overall growth, however,

because it combines the positive and negative effects which tend to

cancel each other out. By separating out those industries which

experienced dominating negative coefficient effects from those with

dominating positive coefficient effects, a more accurate assessment of

their importance may be made. These values have been calculated and

are presented in the following table.

Table 2:

Dominating Coefficient and Demand Effects and Associated

Growth in Industry Value Added.

Total
+ve growth

% +ve
growth

Total
-ve growth

%
growth

Coefficient effect	 > $1790 m 26% $-975 m 91%
Final demand effect

Coefficient effect	 > $2680 m 39% $-815 m 76%
Average Coefficient effect

Final demand effect 	 > $4633	 rn 68% $-581 m 54%
Average final demand effect

Looking along the first row it can be seen that industries which

have dominating coefficient effects, defined simply as being greater than

the final demand effect, account for 91 percent of of the total overall
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decline of value added in the economy. Similarly industries with

dominating coefficient effects accounted for 26.2 % of the overall total

positive growth in value added. Coefficient effects are thus more

important in explaining growth than the figure of 14.2% suggested,

and, over this decade they have been very important in explaining falls

in output. From the first row of this table it can also be deduced that

industries with final demand effects greater than coefficient effects,

accounted for 74% of the increase in value added and 9% of the fall in

value added.

An alternative criteria for assessing the importance of the

coefficient effects compared to final demand effects within an industry

is to look at whether each of these was above or below the average

magnitude, in absolute terms, rather than simply looking at which of the

two effects was the larger. By this method the relatively large coefficient

effects in industries which had larger final demand effects would also be

taken into account, and vice versa. These values are also shown in the

second two rows of table 2. It can be seen that the coefficient effects are

still more important than final demand effects in explaining falls in

output, 74% as opposed to 54%. It is interesting to note that much of

the impact of changing final demand effects on negative growth is

accounted for by industry group 1, the farming industry, which on its

own accounts for 31% of the fall in value added. Using this alternative

measure the coefficient effects are still given a relatively minor role in

explaining positive growth rates.

As discussed in chapter 1, the New Zealand government

undertook expansionary demand policies in response to the oil price

rises in 1973/74 and 1978 in an attempt to maintain unemployment

levels at an acceptable level. This approach continued in the late

seventies even in the face of a rising rate of inflation. This may go some
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way towards explaining the overall dominance of the final demand effect

as the cause of growth. While it is difficult to know how much growth

would have occurred without the expansionary policy, it could be argued

from these results that demand side management is nevertheless a

more effective policy tool for stimulating growth than supply side

policies over a ten year period. This is because the absolute growth in

value added coming from industries in which the technological impact

was more important than the final demand impact, is quite small,

($1790 m out of a real expansion in value added of $5747 m). One might

argue that, because the industries with dominating technological impact

effects account for almost all of the decline in value added over this

period, given different policy responses, technological effects may have

also dominated positive growth. This is possible, although the absolute

magnitude of the fall in value added of these industries, is still quite

small. Thus it could be argued that even if policy had been directed at

maximising the growth potential from improved technological and

structural developments the absolute growth in value added arising from

those industries benefiting from this approach would still be quite small

relative to the total growth induced from a much larger number of

industries as a result of the "easy" fiscal stance.



4.4 Summary and Conclusion.

The aim of this research was to investigate the nature of growth in

New Zealand using an I-0 technique developed for similar studies of the

American economy. The analysis presented here extends that of its

predecessors in a number of minor ways; in the attempt to more clearly

define the nature of the "technological" change represented by the

changing coefficients, in examining the importance of the first round, or

direct, components of these effects, and in adopting a generally more

rigorous approach to the decomposition technique itself.

The application of the decomposition technique to the New

Zealand economy between 1972 and 1982 has highlighted some

interesting aspects of the nature of growth which occurred over this

decade. As shown in chapter 1, this was a decade of major changes in

the New Zealand economy. The results have shown that there were

many industries which faced falls in output over the ten year period

owing to negative direct and indirect technological impact effects. This

was interpreted as a downward technological spiral, in that each

industry was dependant on other industries which were also declining.

The analysis also showed that in many of the industries which

faced large falls in value added sales owing to the adverse technological

impact, there was still a positive impact from the economy-wide growth

of final demand. This, to some extent, will be a result of the

government's expansionary demand policies which were prevalent over

the decade in question. Although little support was found for the

hypothesis that changes in final demand induce technological changes,

(the Schmoolker hypothesis) it was nevertheless argued that final

demand growth has been the important determinant of growth for most
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industries. It was shown that 34 of the 54 industries had final demand

effects which were greater than the technological impact effect. Thus

few industries experienced much change in value added output as a

result of the changing coefficients, and those that did accounted for a

very small proportion of the growth (from table 2). In this regard it was

suggested that the need for greater attention to supply side policies in

promoting growth, may have been over emphasized by the Treasury in

their analysis of this decade in Economic Management, (Treasury,

1984).

Thus the analysis has shed some light on the nature of economic

growth at the industry level over the 1972-82 decade and, in so doing,

some interesting implications for economic policy have arisen. Although

the interpretation placed on the results is far from definitive, it would

seem that the argument in favour of demand management policies finds

some support.
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Definitions of industry groups by N.Z. standard industrial classification.1

1. Fanning.

2. Agricultural services.
3. Hunting and trapping.
4. Forestry and logging.
5. Fishing.
6. Coal, petrol and gas,
mining and exploration.
7. Other mining and
quarrying.
8. Slaughtering and
preserving meat.
9. Dairy products.

10. Other food preparation.
11. Beverages.
12. Tobacco Products.
13. Textiles.
14. Wearing apparel and footwear.
15. Wood and wood products.
16. Paper and paper products.
17. Printing and publishing.
18. Chemicals.
19. Petrol and coal products.
20. Rubber products.
21. Plastic products.
22. Non metallic minerals.
23. Basic metals.
24. Fabricated metal products.
25. Machinery n.e.c.
26. Electrical machinery.
27. Transport equipment.
28. Professional equipment.
29. Other manufacturing.

Group 111, 1112, 1113, 1114,
1116, 1118, 1119.
Group 112.
Group 113.
Division 12.
Division 13.

Division 21, 22.

Division 23, 21.

Group 3111.
Group 3112.
Group 3113, 3122.
Group 313.
Group 314.
Group 321.
Group 322, 322, 324.
Division 33
Group 341.
Group 342.
Group 351, 352.
Group 353, 354.
Group 355.
Group 356.
Division 36.
Division 37.
Group 381.
Group 382.
Group 383.
Group 384.
Group 385.
Division 39.

1.In the 1972 interindustry study no all of the industry groups were classified according
to the NZSIC , so that in some cases the aggregation process was based on the industry
descriptions.
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30. Electricity.	 Group 4101.
31. Gas and distribution.	 Group 4102.
32. Water works.	 4103, 4200.
33. Building and ancillary building
services.	 Division 51, 53.
34. Other construction. 	 Division 52.
35. Wholesale and retail trade. 	 Division 61, 62.
36. Restaurants and hotels.	 Division 63.
37. Rail transport.	 Group 7111.
38. Road and passenger transport 	 Group 7112, 7113.
39. Road freight transport. 	 Group 7114.
40. Services to transport.	 Group 7116, 719.
41. Water transport.	 Group 712.
42. Air transport.	 Group 713.
43. Communications. 	 Division 72.
44. Banking institutions. 	 Group 811, 812, 813, 814.
45. Insurance.	 Division 82.
46. Owning and leasing real estate. 	 Group 83101, 83102, 83104.
47. Owner occupied dwellings.	 Group 83103.
48. Business services.	 Group 832, 833.
49. Public administration and defence. Division 91.
50. Sanitary and similar services. 	 Division 92
51. Education.	 Group 931.
52. Social, community and
health services.	 Group 932, 933, 934, 935, 939.
53. Recreation and cultural services. 	 Division 94.
54. Personal and domestic services.	 Division 95.
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Table Al: Changes in value added ,
final demand and coefficient absolute values.1

(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (9)	 (5)	 (6)	 (7)	 (8)	 (9)

Industry Change	 Final Demand	 Coefficient Effect	 Coefficient Effect	 Cross

Number	 in	 Effect	 (incl V.A. change)	 (excl V.A. change)	 effect

V.A.

Total Direct Total Direct Total Direct

1 -337 -209 -191 -327 -508 120 -303 194

2 -51 -49 -3 -26 -6 29 6 19

3 0 7 -1 -7 -5 -9 -5 0

9 -47 23 24 -59 -18 -17 -11 -12

5 100 57 1 31 17 23 14 12

6 126 17 7 73 5 85 7 36

7 -29 21 10 -36 -24 -21 -20 -9

8 32 -79 2 118 107 171 117 -6

9 -15 -29 0 13 49 85 62 1

10 5 80 12 -64 -1 60 22 -11

11 -12 37 -9 -92 -32 2 -13 -7

12 -35 -19 0 -26 0 0 0 5

13 -18 921 73 -212 -50 39 21 -227

14 102 185 24 -57 -2 24 10 -26

15 130 164 49 -26 -2 8 11 -8

16 118 189 92 -23 -24 100 18 -43

17 62 89 28 -18 -23 50 2 -8

18 231 130 34 71 26 170 57 30

19 613 245 21 303 133 266 119 65

20 11 39 10 -20 -9 12 1 -9

21 19 61 32 -19 -23 -20 -23 -28

22 113 51 28 48 28 85 47 15

23 285 184 38 100 30 191 59 1

24 277 84 57 163 99 290 130 29

25 49 90 27 -38 -15 13 -5 -3

26 265 225 27 32 9 46 13 8

27 346 389 52 -1 57 167 91 -37

28 12 12 1 2 2 5 3 -1

29 -7 20 9 -24 -9 0 -4 -3

30 237 113 38 105 6 104 6 19

31 46 5 2 35 11 95 19 6

32 -2 9 3 -9 -7 11 2 9

33 283 171 47 97 -37 -20 -56 15

34 -14 155 48 -133 -53 1 -30 -35

35 -213 252 221 -428 -206 -70 -146 -37

1. March 1972 - March 1982, with 1972 weights.
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Table Al: Continued.

(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)
	

(6)	 (7)	 (8)	 (9)

Industry

Number

Change
in

V.A.

Final Demand
Effect

Total	 Direct

Coefficient Effect

(incl V.A.	 change)

Total	 Direct

Coefficient Effect

(excl V.A.	 change)

Total	 Direct

Cross

effect

36 233 -20 16 219 81 174 74 34

37 -61 2 19 -55 -24 5 -4 -8

38 -1 32 5 -27 2 19 10 -6

39 -152 -48 44 -104 -83 -34 -58 0

40 98 48 3 39 10 20 6 11

41 -86 65 26 -126 -23 6 2 -25

42 186 228 25 -30 -17 -23 -16 -11

43 256 145 39 108 62 199 96 3

44 284 57 57 194 65 231 83 33

45 8 104 29 -64 -35 -45 -29 -32

46 179 -78 27 192 112 361 169 65

47 293 338 0 -29 0 0 0 -15

48 251 223 52 27 -20 140 30 1

49 508 535 14 -13 10 28 12 -15

50 32 29 ll 4 -1 31 10 -1

51 278 225 2 42 2 3 2 11

52 476 465 13 26 20 50 22 -15

53 164 124 11 34 12 34 12 7

54 116 80 6 30 36 147 69 6

Definitions

(1) Industry numbers are as defined in this appendix.

(2) Change in V.A. = X82 - X72.

(3) Total Final Demand Effect = (F82 - F72)C72.

(4) Direct Final Demand Effect = (F82 - F72)C72-

(5) Total Coefficient Effect (including own sector value added change), also

called total technological impact = (C82 - C 72) F 72 .

(6) Direct technological effect (including own sector value added change), also

called direct technological impact = (A82 - A72)F72.

(7) As for (5) except C82 matrix is constructed using 1972 value added/output

ratios.

(8) As for (6) except A82 matrix is constructed using 1972 value added/output

ratios.

(9) Cross effect	 (C82 - C72) (F82 - F72).



Table A2: Index of value added changes.1

(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)	 (7)

Industry
Number

Index of
Change in
Net Output

Total
FD

Effect

Total
Coefficient

Effect

Direct
F.D.

Effect

Direct
Coefficient

Effect

Cross
Effect

6 447 197 301 119 114 199

5 365 252 182 103 146 132

31 327 129 271 112 154 132

19 329 190 211 108 199 124

23 236 188 148 118 119 101

28 221 218 116 109 117 88

26 190 177 111 109 103 103

40 182 140 133 102 108 109

92 170 185 89 109 99 96

53 161 146 113 109 109 102

49 152 155 99 101 101 98

93 151 129 122 108 113 101

18 148 127 115 107 105 106

94 146 109 131 109 111 105

24 145 114 127 109 11.6 105

47 144 151 96 100 100 98

27 144 149 100 107 107 95

30 144 121 120 107 101 104

52 193 142 102 101 102 99

48 140 135 109 108 97 100

22 137 117 116 109 109 105

50 134 130 105 111 99 99

16 132 150 94 111 93 88

54 132 122 108 102 110 102

36 132 97 130 102 111 105

51 129 129 104 100 100 101

33 128 117 110 105 96 102

1. March 72 - March 82 'with 1972 Weights. See chapter 4.1 for definitions of the index
used.
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Table A2 (Continued)

(1)

Industry
Number

(2)
Index of

Change in
Net Output

(3)
Total

FD
Effect

(4)
Total

Coefficient
Effect

(5)
Direct
F.D.

Effect

(6)
Direct

Coefficient
Effect

(5)
Cross
Effect

46 128 88 130 109 117 110

15 128 135 95 110 100 98

14 122 140 88 105 99 94

17 117 125 95 108 99 98

25 110 118 92 105 97 99

20 107 125 88 107 95 95

21 106 129 91 115 89 87

8 105 88 117 100 116 99

45 103 132 80 109 89 90

10 101 115 88 102 100 98

38 , 99 121 82 104 101 96

3 99 139 67 96 73 98

34 98 119 83 106 93 96

32 96 107 83 106 88 107

13 96 200 50 117 88 96

35 95 106 90 105 95 99

9 95 91 109 100 116 100

29 93 119 77 108 91 97

11 92 124 73 98 80 95

4 88 106 85 106 95 97

1 88 93 88 95 82 107

91 84 112 76 105 96 95

7 76 122 63 111 75 91

2 75 78 87 98 97 109

39 74 92 82 107 86 100

37 70 101 73 109 88 96

12 50 80 62 100 100 108
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Table A3: Index of changes in value added due to
coefficient change and changes in value added ratios.1

(1)	 (2)
	

(3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)	 (7)
	

(8)	 (9)	 (10)

Growth	 Industry	 Change

Rank	 Number	 in Value
Added

Total

Growth
Index

Total Coeff Effect

Total	 Coeff	 V.A.
Impact	 Impact	 Impact

Direct Coeff Effect

Total	 Coeff	 V.A.
Impact	 Impact	 Impact

1 Coal,Petrol Mining 6 126 447 301 335 67 114 120 94

2 Fishing 5 100 365 182 160 122 146 137 108

3 Gas & Services 31 46 327 271 323 48 154 171 83

4 Petrl & Coal Goods 19 613 324 211 197 114 149 143 105

5 Basic Metals 23 285 236 148 191 57 114 128 86

6 Professional Equip 28 12 221 116 149 67 117 129 88

7 Electrical Machinery 26 265 190 111 116 95 103 105 99

8 Trans Services 40 98 182 133 116 116 108 105 103

9 Air Transport 42 186 170 89 91 97 94 94 100

10 Rec & Culture Sery 53 164 161 113 113 100 104 104 100

11 Public Admin & Def 49 508 152 99 103 96 101 101 100

12 Communication 43 256 151 122 140 82 113 119 93

13 Chemicals 18 231 148 115 135 79 105 112 93

14 Banking Institutes 44 284 146 131 137 94 111 113 97

15 Fab Metal Prod's 24 277 145 127 139 87 116 121 95

16 Owner Occupied Dwell 47 293 144 96 100 96 100 100 100

17 Trans Equip 27 346 144 100 121 79 107 112 96

18 Electricity 30 237 144 120 119 100 101 101 100

19 Welfare & Health 52 476 143 102 105 98 102 102 100

20 Business Services 48 251 140 104 122 82 97 105 92

21 Minerals 22 113 137 116 128 88 109 115 94

22 Sanitary Services 50 32 134 105 133 72 99 110 89

23 Paper Products 16 118 132 94 127 67 93 105 88

24 Personal Services 54 116 132 108 140 68 110 119 91

25 Restaurants,	 Hotels 36 233 132 130 124 106 111 110 101

26 Education 51 278 129 104 100 104 100 100 100

27 Building 33 283 128 110 98 112 96 94 102

1. March 72 - March 82, with 1972 weights. See chapter 4.1 for index definitions.
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Table A3: Continued.

(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)	 (7)	 (8)	 (9)	 (10)

Growth
	

Industry Change	 Total	 Total Coeff Effect	 Direct Coeff Effect
Index
	 Number in Value Growth

	

Added	 Index	 Total	 Coeff	 V.A.	 Total	 Coeff	 V.A.
Impact	 Impact	 Impact	 Impact	 Impact	 Impact

28	 Real Estate 46 179 128 130 156 74 117 126 91

29	 Wood Products 15 130 128 95 102 93 100 102 97

30	 Wearing Apparel 14 102 122 88 105 82 99 102 97

31	 Printing 17 62 117 95 114 81 94 101 93

32	 Machinery NEC 25 49 110 92 103 90 97 99 98

33	 Rubber 20 11 107 88 108 80 95 101 94

34	 Plastics 21 14 106 91 91 100 89 89 100

35	 Meat Works 8 32 105 117 125 92 116 117 99

36	 Insurance 45 8 103 80 86 94 89 91 98

37	 Food Prep NEC 10 5 101 88 111 76 100 104 96

38	 Road Transport 38 -1 99 82 113 70 101 106 95

39	 Hunting,	 Trapping 3 0 99 67 82 84 73 77 97

40	 Construction NEC 34 -14 98 83 100 83 93 96 97

41	 Waterworks 32 -2 96 83 120 63 88 104 83

42	 Textiles 13 -18 96 50 109 40 88 105 83

43	 Wholesale & Retail 35 -213 95 90 98 92 95 97 99

44	 Dairy Products 9 -15 95 104 128 76 116 120 96

45	 Manufacturing NEC 29 -7 93 77 100 77 91 96 95

46	 Beverages 11 -12 92 73 101 72 80 91 88

47	 Forestry & Logging 4 -47 88 85 96 89 95 97 98

48	 Farming 1 -337 88 88 104 84 82 89 93

49	 Water Transport 41 -86 84 76 101 75 96 100 95

50	 Mining NEC 7 -24 76 63 79 84 75 80 96

51	 Agriculture Sery 2 -51 75 87 114 73 97 103 94

52	 Road Freight 39 -152 74 82 94 88 86 90 96

53	 Rail	 Transport 37 -61 70 73 102 71 88 98 90

54	 Tobacco Products 12 -35 50 62 100 62 100 100 100
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Table A4. Percentage change in primary input shares, 72 -82.

(1)	 (2)	 ( 3 )	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)	 ( 7 )
Growth % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in

rank	 primary	 employee compen-	 import share	 operating surplus	 depreciation	 residual items

	

input share sation share of	 of	 share of	 share of	 share of

Primary

inputs

Total

inputs

Primary

inputs

Total

inputs

Primary
inputs

Total
inputs

Primary
inputs

Total
inputs

Primary

inputs

Total

inputs

Coal,Petrol Mining 6 -15 -75 -78 38 23 799 699 -108 -79 -122 -120

Fishing 5 -23 -63 -56 585 704 57 84 -99 -77 -22 -8

Gas & Services 31 -10 -55 -59 -51 -55 309 273 -104 -43 -427 -398

Petrl & Coal Goods 19 -16 -54 -54 20 20 -73 -73 -99 -77 -70 -70

Basic Metals 23 17 -5 -26 5 -19 68 31 -98 -83 -57 -66

Professional Equip 28 -11 14 -12 -8 -29 2 -21 -91 -36 -100 -100

Electrical Machinery 26 -20 -15 -18 -5 -9 34 29 -98 -58 94 87

Trans Services 40 -6 7 22 -22 -10 -12 1 -97 -78 142 178

Air Transport 42 -19 3 -3 70 59 -185 -180 -98 -52 -52 -55

Rec & Culture Ser y 53 -21 2 3 -22 -20 3 5 -96 -56 67 70

Public Adrnin & Def 49 -28 -1 -4 -16 -19 - - - - 102 95

Communication 43 -36 -7 -9 -5 -6 80 78 -98 -31 -57 -57

Chemicals 18 -53 26 -5 7 -19 -40 -55 -99 -58 67 27

Banking Institutes 44 -16 11 2 23 12 -14 -22 -98 -40 67 52

Fab Metal Prod's 24 -10 -23 -30 47 34 3 -6 -99 -65 -18 -26

Owner Occupied Dwell 47 -25 - - -30 -32 -19 -22 -79 -37 56 49

Trans Equip 27 -16 -1 -17 -12 -27 -2 -18 -97 -55 169 124

Electricity 30 -24 -5 -6 -84 -84 21 20 -99 -67 32 30

Welfare & Health 52 0 18 15 -51 -52 -48 -49 -101 -37 -197 -195

Business Services 48 -24 -2 -17 155 116 -12 -26 -98 -51 176 135

Minerals 22 -12 -15 -21 -15 -22 42 32 -98 -70 -14 -20

Sanitary Services 50 -8 -10 -26 -59 -66 95 60 -94 25 29 5

Paper Products 16 -22 11 -17 24 -8 -28 -46 -98 -67 -9 -32
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Table A3. Continued

(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)	 (7)
Growth % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in

rank	 primary	 employee compen-	 import share	 operating surplus	 depreciation	 residual items

	

input share sation share of 	 of	 share of	 share of	 share of

Primary

inputs

Total

inputs

Primary
inputs

Total

inputs

Primary

inputs

Total
inputs

Primary

inputs

Total
inputs

Primary
inputs

Total

inputs

Personal Services 54 -9 -16 -33 -14 -31 29 3 -95 -62 43 13

Restaurants,	 Hotels 36 -9 -4 0 23 29 109 118 -77 -60 -57 -55

Education 51 -4 2 6 -62 -60 -57 -55 -100 -72 7 11

Building 33 -17 -36 -29 55 72 31 45 -99 -75 426 482

Real Estate 46 -22 -7 -15 -40 -45 -4 -13 -91 -2 8 -2

Wood Products 15 -21 -4 -14 19 7 9 -2 -98 -64 -24 -32

Wearing Apparel 14 -1 1 -15 -8 -23 23 3 -96 -47 -76 -80

Printing 17 -9 -5 -20 8 -9 15 -3 -97 -48 -42 -51

Machinery NEC 25 -28 -8 -17 -2 -11 20 8 -97 -63 63 48

Rubber 20 11 18 -10 -3 -26 -24 -42 -98 -44 -100 -100

Plastics 21 -16 -11 -21 26 11 -1 -12 -99 -68 -32 -40

Meat Works 8 -9 24 17 -23 -27 -63 -65 -98 -85 -83 -84

Insurance 45 5 -2 -8 764 709 -33 -38 -86 -41 -42 -46

Food Prep NEC 10 -32 26 0 -4 -24 -44 -56 -97 -67 101 59

Road Transport 38 -27 -5 -31 181 104 93 40 -99 -43 -1729 -1284

Hunting,	 Trapping 3 -17 -8 -18 -85 -87 5 -6 -125 -41 -119 -117

Construction NEC 34 15 -5 -19 0 -15 69 43 -97 -69 -10 -24

Waterworks 32 -25 22 -13 -100 -100 -24 -45 - - 465 306

Textiles 13 -6 15 -47 36 -37 32 -39 -97 -75 -724 -390

Wholesale & Retail 35 -1 -3 -12 89 72 6 -4 -97 -51 -42 -48

Dairy Products 9 -9 102 64 -66 -72 -70 -76 -99 -75 413 317

Manufacturing NEC 29 -6 6 -16 -61 -69 57 24 -97 -59 -19 -36
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Table A3. Continued

(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)	 (7)
Growth % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in	 % change in

rank	 primary	 employee compen-	 import share	 operating surplus	 depreciation	 residual items

	

input share sation share of	 of	 share of	 share of	 share of

Primary

inputs

Total

inputs

Primary
inputs

Total
inputs

Primary

inputs

Total

inputs

Primary

inputs

Total

inputs
Primary

inputs
Total
inputs

Beverages 11 -9 19 -15 133 67 -39 -56 -95 -60 28 -8

Forestry & Logging 4 -4 47 23 -74 -78 -8 -23 -99 -69 -62 -68

Farming 1 -15 -4 -18 69 44 -10 -23 -103 -58 -143 -137

Water Transport 41 -3 7 -20 -47 -61 13 -16 -99 -35 327 220

Mining NEC 7 -18 38 10 -71 -77 14 -9 -98 -71 -64 -71

Agriculture Sery 2 4 1 -23 306 211 -54 -64 -99 36 616 449

Road Freight 39 -2 -27 -39 172 125 156 112 -92 -52 -51 -60

Rail Transport 37 2 18 -20 50 2 - - -107 -71 586 366

Tobacco Products 12 -20 86 20 -92 -95 82 17 -89 -59 -70 -81

(1) Growths rank are defined according to the percentage change in value added.

(3) Employee compensation includes wages and salaries and work related insurance payments to employees.

(4) All overseas purchases of goods and services, does not include import duty.

(5) This is the balancing item in the accounts roughly equivalent to pre tax accounting profits.

(6) Replacement cost of durable assets.

(7) This includes import duties, second hand assets, subsidies and indirect taxes.
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